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Are

we

downhearted?

NO. We're having our troubles the same as

you are, but we're overcoming them as fast

as they arise-and before they arise whenever

possible. So this announcement is just to say

that we're still here, still very active indeed

and still (in our humble opinion) giving the

finest value in condensers and resistances to -day.

El 11E111 E
DUBIL1ER CONDENSER CO. (1925) LTD.,

DUCON WORKS, VICTORIA ROAD, NORTH ACTON, LONDON, W.3,

C.R.C.I57
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Specified for the
"STUDENT'S" THREE
THE J.B. POPULAR LOG (Model 1038).
For the above instructive receiver, you needtwo of this model. They are built in an
exceptionally rigid frame of hard brass with
nickel plate finish. The vanes are of heavy
gauge hard aluminium. Ball bearing rotor,
standard J.B. insulation of stator ensures high
efficiency.

PRICE 5/6 each.

3" KNOB DIAL each.

THE J.B. DIFFERENTIAL REACTION
CONDENSER (Model 1080) is also specified.
Bakelite dielectric between vanes makes short
circuit at normal voltage impossible. The vanes
are carefully shaped to ensure that the capacity
change will be the same for both halves, and
constant throughout the full range. The centre
spindle is insulated.

PRICE 4/6
From ull dealers; if slightest diniculty
in- obtaining locally send P.O. direct to us.

For over 18 years our laboratory and factory
staff of expert technicians and highly skilled
mechanics have designed and produced the
famous J.B. Precision Condensers and Tuning
Units, which are consistently specified by
" Practical Wireless."

JACKSON BROS. (London) LTD.
72, ST. THOMAS STREET, LONDON, S.E.1

CHOSEN AND SPECIFIED
FOR THE "STUDENT'S" THREE

VOLT may construct Your " Student's " Three with meticulous careA and use all the very fine components specified-but if you don't hookup Ericsson Super -Sensitive Headphones to it ---as specified-you willbe spoiling a very fine ship for a ha porth of tar.For really first-class results be sure to adhere to the makers' instruc-tions and use these fine telephones. Marvellous in their sensitivity'andpurity of reproduction. Very light and comfortable in wear, Threeresistances, 120, 2,000 and 4,000 ohms-one price, 17/6.
At any 32221 radio dealers

If You have wig diflaally apply :

ERICSSON TELEPHONES, LTD.
22, Lincoln's Inn Fields, London, W.0.2.'ic!, .110Lbern

SUPER SENSITIVE
TELEPHONES
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OF WIRELESS
Presentation Offer of "The Music, and succeeded loin as conductor of

the City of Birmingham Orchestra. He
- conducted the Capetolx-rf .Orchestra for

ree years.Radio Training Manual
QN. page 89 of this issue appear details

of our latest book offer which will be of
vital interest to all those who Wish to enter
adio as a career as well as to those who wish
to obtain a sound knowledge of the fturda-
mentals of radio. In spite of rising paper
6, r_ and increases in productiOn costs

this new work is being offered at
he extremely low price of 2s. and only

4 coupons cut from consecutive issues.
Obvionsly, it is necessary for you to reserve
a copy at once. Turn to page 108 and fill in
and post the reservation form to -us now.

Radio Careers
wE have been dealing recently with the

question of radio as a career, and it
is' obvious that even more readers are now

seriously considering taking up some form
of employment in this direction. Unfor-
tunately, it is not possible to give every
detail regarding this subject, and such
items as salaries tobe expected, and pros-
pects -in various branches cannot be given.
The main item is that of fitness for the
branch of the occupation which it is decided
to take up, and many readers find that
they have- forgotten some of the earlier
principles which they may need should
they have to pass a -test. Accordingly,- we
give in -this- issue certain further data
relative to the subject, and also deal with
the question of taking up " free-lance "
work as a career, whilst -an announcement
will  be found concerning a useful book
whiCh has been prepared to ' deal more
fully with the subject. "The Radio En-
rineer's Notebook " %will be found of the
utmost value in providing a -readily avail-
able table Of all the more essential data
which is needed in radio research work,
while for those who -wish to build a simple
set for the purpose of -experimental work
will find the " Student's Three," described
in this issue a further valuahll asset, in
this connection. In subsequentlissues we
shall cover further phases of the subject.

A Tribute to Leslie Heward
ADRIAN BOULT is to go - to

0 Birmingham on April 14th to conduct
the City of Birmingham Emergency Or-.
chestra in a special concert organised -as a
tribute to Leslie Heward, who has been
conductor of the City of Birmingham
Orchestra for ten years. The first part-

-including the Brahms No. 4 Symphony-
be broadcast. Mr. Heward wag.' a

pupil of Dr. Boult at the Royal College. of

Songs and Stories of the
Scottish Clans

JELEN DREVER-S series of - pro -
1 1 grammes for Children's Hour, re-
calling the stirring histories of the Scottish
clans, brings on April 13th stories of Clan

Carl Carlisle, whose "Evening with the Stars'
impressionist act is creating a sensation.

Douglas. The most famous of these is the
story of the good Lord James, who set out
with a silver casket bearing the heart of
King Robert the Bruce to fight in the Holy
Land against the .Saracens. Wounded in
battle and sore -pressed, he hurled the
casket forward into the thickest- of the
fight, crying : " Lead on, brave -heart, as
thou-, Wert wont ! Douglas will follow
thee or die ! " There are also stories of the
part played by the Douglas family at the
Battle of Otterburn, which in England is
aLed Chevy Chase. Among- the songs

connected with the name are the 'old Scot-
tish tune, " Ca' the yowes to the knoWes,"-
and the Border ballad, " 0 waly, waly,
the bank."

Radio Exports
THE General Electric -Co., -Ltd., reports

that as radio receivers can now be
exported without a ppecial export licence,
particularly- profitab.e business is being
obtained. The practice this company makes
Of ensuring that all the _ apparatus sent
abroad is subjected to exhaustive tests
under conditions reproducing those of the
climate to which they -are consigned is
also beginning to bear fruit, The reliability
and high performance of the sets are, in fact,
establishing a -valuable reputation._

Comforts for Members of
His Majesty's Forces

THE Postmaster -General announces that
persons wishing- to post packets or

parcels to the Committees arranging for the
distribution of comforts to sailors, soldiers,
or airmen must prepay -postage at the
ordinary inland rates. The Postmaster -
General is not empowered to transmit them
free of postage. The addresses of the Corn-
mittees are as follow :

For sailors : The Royal Navy War
Comforts' 'Committee, Admiralty, White-
hall, London, S.W.1.

For soldiers : Army Comforts, 12, St.
Mary's Butts, Reading, Berks.

For airmen : The Royal Air Force
Comforts  Committee, Air Ministry,
Berkeley Square House, Berkeley Square,
London, W.1.

Editorial and Advertisement Offices :
" Practical Wireless," George Newnes, Ltd.,
Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand,
W.C.2. 'Phone : Temple Bar 4363.

Telegrams : Newnes, Rand, London.
Registered at the G.P.O. as a newspaper and
for transmission by Canadian Magazine Post.

The Editor will be pleased to consider articles of a
practical nature suitable for publication- in

I PRACTICAL WIRELESS. Suili articles should be
; written on one side of the pa -per only; and should

contain the name and address of the sender. Whilst -4
the Editor does not hold himself responsible for

t manuscripts, every effort will be made to return
them if a stamped and addressed envelope is
enclosed. All correspondence intended for the t
Editor should be addressed: The Editor, PRACTICAL
w,numEss, George'Newnes. Ltd., Tower Rouse,
Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2.

Owing' to the rapid progress in the design of 1,
wireless apparatus and to our efforts to keep our ;

i readers an touch with the latest derelopments, give
no warranty that opporatp, de,ri bed in sur
columns is not the subjcet of letters patent.

Copyright in all drawings, p iotographs and
articles published in PRACTICAL WIRELESS is
specifically reserved throughout the countries signa-

; tory to the Berne convention and the U.S.A.
Reproductions or inv-tations of any of these are 1

; therefore expressly forbidden. PRACTICAL W IRE-
LESS incorporates - Amateur Wireless."
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FOR THE NEW READER

Ma<ing
IT would be difficult to find another industry

the pyogress of which has been so closely
connected with, and in fact dependent

upon, the activities of the thousands of
amateurs throughout the whole world as
that concerned with the production of radio
and allied apparatus. Keen experimenters
in practically every nation have made some
contribution to the development of the_
scienceor its practical application, and while
America, by virtue of her great population,
can most certainly claim to have the largest
band of active amateurs, it must not be
overlooked that Great Britain contributes,
in no stnall way, valuable assistance to the
general furtherance of the science by her'
smaller, but by no means less active, band
of very keen amateurs.

It is quite possible that a casual reader of
this journal would make some remark to the
effect that he did not. realise that such
interest existed in constructional radio work
'these days. In fact, it is no uncommon
thing to hear non-readers * express their
amazement that such activities do still_
flourish and invariably they ask " But
what can the 'amateurs do ? . . . etc., etc."
This lack of understanding may seem very
strange to  those of us who are actively
engaged with the hobby, but perhaps some
allowance should be made, as I do not think
it would be any exaggeration to say that
quite a number of readers of PRACTICAL
WIRELESS do not realise to the full the vast
number of amateurs, in this country alone,
who are continuously seeking to improve
existing designs and apparatus. In normal
peace -time, each week brings fresh recruits
to the army of enthusiasts, and strange as it
will f-ko doubt seem to many, during the last
six months the numbers have increased by
leaps and bounds.

Unlike many hobbies, radio can be truly
said to be worldwide ; frontiers and langnages
do not form any, barriers to the activities
and co-operation of those who enter into the
great scheme with-g,enuine interest, although,
of course, during present conditions certain
limitations have to be imposed.

How to Start
One thing which is continually arising

in the many hundreds of letters received
- by the Editor from those taking up radio is
the question " Which is the best way to
start ? " As it is not possible to give a
general answer to that question, it is hoped
that the remarks which follow will help all
interested to obtain a reasonable idea of
how to commence their activities.

The first point to be considered is whether
one is contemplating taking up the subject
purely as a hobby or whether they have in
mind making it -their livelihood.' If it is to
be for the former, then two queries arise ;

there is the constructional side and there is
also the technical side to be considered.
Although it is always desirable to try and
combine both, within the limits which Will
allow the utmost satisfaction to be obtained
from the subjects, it is not uncommon to
find that some readers have a distinct fancy
or tendency to one or the other, therefore it is
best to try and map out the ground you wish
to cover, making the plans sufficiently flexible
to permit modification as time goes on.

As a hobby, and for the veriest beginner,
I  would strongly suggest a little reading
about the fundamental- principles of radio.
There.. are many good textbooks on the

a Start in Radio
market, as the -advertisements in this
journal will' show, but it is not adviaable to
delve too deeply into matters theoretical
without carrying out sufficient practical
work to enable such theories to be put into
practice. For example, before swatting up
electrical laws, the function of valves and
complicated circuits, get a sound idea of
electro-magnetic wave's, inductance,
capacity, frequency and tuning and then

I An Outline of the Best
IMethods to Adopt in

! Taking Up Radio as a
Serious Hobby

By L_ O.. SPARKS

make up, and experiment with, different
types of simple crystal receivers. Several
such 'circuits have been described in past
issues, and as they are not costly to make,
they provide fine material for initial
experiments. Associated with such work
will, of course, be the question of aerials
and earths, and again quite a lot of time
can be devoted to the former and some
interesting experience gained.

After a reasonable amount of time with
receivers of this type, during which further
reading has been taking place, one can
advance to circuits using a single valve,
either in the form of an L.F. amplifier to
increase the strength of the signals received
by the crystal set or as a separate one -valve
receiver. 'When the latter stage has been
Yeach_ed, endless experiments can be carried
out ; in fact, it is amazing the results which

_can -be .achieved with a good one -valuer
in conjunction with an aerial and earth
system of- reasonable efficiency and a
reliable pair of headphones. Don't be too
anxious to 'rush on to larger receivers

'
use

the one-valver to its utmost so that you
become quite familiar with different types
of single -valve circuits, tuning, reaction,
and all the many little-but important-
items with which they are so closely asso-
ciated. Remember, that it is a far greater
achievement and, incidentally, a fine proof
of the efficiency of a circuit, to get good
results from remote stations with a one or

WORKSHOP
CALCULATIONS
TABLES AND

FORMULA
By F. J. CAMM

316
or by post 3/10 from

GEORGE NEW'NES, LTD.,
Tower House, Southampton St.,

London, W.C.2

a two-valver than with an elaborate multi -
valve outfit. Twiddling a couple- of knobs
on a powerful commercial superhet. receiver
will not Prove very instructive so far as
the theory of radio is concerned.

With all the work undertaken, it is
absolutely essential for one to observe and
record the various things that happen
which- are not already familiar. If you
cannot account for them, and if your
reference books fail to make the' matter
clear, then get in touch with another enthu-
siast m,betterstill, your local radio club. 

We publiSh an extensive range of tested
blueprint designs, and to these fresh Models
are 'being continually added, so there is
not the slightest reason why any constructor
should be held up for reliable and accurate
information to enable him to construct a
receiver, amplifier or other radio apparatus.

Technica4 Inclined
For those whose interest is more in the

technical sidof radio, namely, design and
-research, mere bookwork is :absolutely
essential, - though a certain - amount of
practical work must be undertaken, if only
to prove technical points.

The subjects to be covered will, of course,
depend to a great extent upon the individual,
but if a thorough knowledge of the science
-so far as the amateur and his work are
concerned-is required, then the following
subjects should be .-covered. Electricity
(D.C. and A.C.), electro-magnetism,;, high -
frequency oscillatory currents and circuits,
valve operation and characteristics. An
elementary knowledge of mathematics will,
of course, be very desirable. The list given
above might seem rather stiff, but whether
that is so or not depends' on how far
into the various subjects one explores. The
true technically -Minded person usually
wants to go deeper and deeper into matters
as his interest is aroused.

Livelihood
If one is about to take Up radio as a

career, then the subject must be approached
from 'rather a different angle, but it should
be appreciated -that one's progress is bound
to be much easier if the varied experience
of a keen amateur experimenter has
already been gained. An examination of
the personnel of practically every branch
of the radio industry will reveal the benefit
of amateur training.

The radon's. branches open those
interested in radio, and the necessary steps
to take and the 'qualifications required, have
been dealt with in detail in another issue,
therefore a few words must suffice in this
article.

First of all secure a thorough working
knowledge of the subject. If possible, under-
take a recognised course of training, either
in -person or by correspondence, and at the
sanie time gain as much -knowledge as you
can about various circuits and as man
different types of receiver as facilities
permit. Acquire a set of decent reference
books and record your own observations,
and above all, keep your knowledge right
up to date by means of PRACTICAL WIRELESS
and trade papers. Two. Or three meters
and a small set of tools- are, of course,
absolutely essential, and When purchasing
the meters do . have sufficient patience to
wait until funds .permit - Obtaining really
good instruments.'



ALTHOITGEI We have dealt in previous
issues- with the question of a career
in radio, for the benefit of new

readers it may briefly be repeated that
there are dozens of different spheres which
may be found in this particular branch of
industry. The Services have, of course.
in view of the present conditions, claimed
first call on radio teelmicians, and the Royal
Air Foree is undoubtedly in the forefront
in. the employment of radiomen in all,
branehea. Although the infantry and Navy
also make use of radiomen, these are in
the main not in the same categories as the-
R.A.F. men. In peace time the Air Force
had a branch of radio and the men were
either radio Operators or simply service-
men. In many cases, and this applies
also to the other branches.of the Services,
the operator was expected to! keep his -

apparatus in good order, although "major
repairs might be attended to by specialists.

In view of the much wider use which
is non- being made of radio in the Royal
Air Force, however, a special trade or
branch has been developed Down.as Radio
Mechanic. Men in this branch wilf be
concerned -solely with testing, assembly
and servicing ,or.. allied work, and will not
be expected to understand Morse or even
to go into the. air. They Must, however,
be specialists in so far as they mint fully
understand all the principles of modern
apparatus.

Below is seen the drawing office in
one of our large radio firms.

The generating plant
associated with com-
mercial transmitters.

April 13th, )940 PRACTICAL WIRELESS

areers in Radio 4*

Further Details of .Careers which are Open in the Radio Industry
and in the Services.,

Special Courses
In branches of the Services it is not

expected that a man will come fresh from
-civilian life and -be able to service or
maintain the apparatus which he will find
in use. A . course Of instruction is one of
the preliminaries so that he Will become
familiarised with the special apparatus
which is called for under war conditions.
Although, the_ broad principles are identical

-in all radio equipment, it is obvious that
:apparatus required, for instance, for two-
way communication in a modern fighter or commercial traffic.
'plane will not resemble the standard simple
broadcast receiver. -Neither will ' it he
,very similar to a modern superhet. But
the circuit features will in the majority
of cases be -:standard, and after a pre-
liminary explanation of. the equipment it
will be just as simple to service .and main-
tain as normal broadcast receivers; The
main essential for all those who wish to
enter Ibis branch -is a full rmderstanding
of all radio technique, plus initiative and
ability to reason quickly. -

In the case of those who wish to become
operators; then a complete and thorough
knowledge of the Morse code is absolutely
essential, and- althotigh it may be possible
to get in -with only a knowledge plus slow -
working speeds, it is much better if you are
able p send and receive at least 15 Words
per minute. This means, considerable
practice if you have not been keeping up

Operators are heeded in civilian stations anti also by
all branches of the Services.

83

with 'sending and receiving code, but there
are many useful methods of acquiring the
necessary speed now available. Firstly,
the gramophone records wjrich we have
mentioned before. supplied by the Columbia
Company \and by F. L. Masters. and
secondly by means of the valuable Candler
Cdurse. Many ex -operators, who have not
worried much about code since the last
war, have found this course invaluable
for brushing up and acquiring again the
high speeds met with in Service messages

The Radio Trade
But apart from the Services, there are

many branches now open in the trade for
those who wish to change their occupation.
or who are just starting out on a carver.
It must not be thought that due to the war
radio factories have ceased to produce
receivers. Many of the larger firms are
Making apparatus under Government con-
tract, whilst others are still maintaining
their ordinary broadcast receiver depart-
ments of research and production. A
glance down the columns of Situations
Vacant in many papers will show that there
is a wide demand for many speeialistss.
although it is admitted' that in many cases
the qualifications required are on the
ambitious side. But it is to be remem-
bered that the special training colleges,

(Continued on page 96.) -

Preliminary tests are carried out - by
trained technicians, and general
assembly by trained girl operatives.

Aerial design plays a very
important part in th,
modern transmitting station;
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phies of Musici
In this article our Music Critic, MAURICE REEVE,

reviews the Life of SMETANA
FREDERICK SMETANA, Bohemia's

foremost national musician, was born
in_1824.'11 use that expression without

qualification because few composers so
completely symbolise their native land as
this genial Czech did. His output is a micro-
cosm of the national life just as Beethoven's
was, or Liszt's ; he never searched foreign
parts for any of his inspiration- but found
the air he breathed and the soil he trod
amply sufficient for the Making of his music.
As it was also very good music indeed, there
is little wonder that in 1924 his enthusiastic
countrymen made of his centenary a great
national event.

He was in every way the founder of the
modern school of national Czech music.

His father was the manager of a brewery
on the estate of that same Count Waldstein
who, as a young man, waved goodbye to the
young Beethoven on his first departure
from Bonn for Vienna in 1792. He, the
father, was a good amateur musician.

As a child prodigy he would seem to have
rivalled the deeds of the greatest of all
prodigies, Mozart. He played in a Haydn
quartet at five and gave his first pianoforte
recital at six. No mention is made of any
regular education but he seems to have been
much sought by fashionable society and
to have excelled in the playing of Liszt,
with whom he formed a lifelong friendship.

His first ambitions were for virtuosity,
but he turned his thoughts to composition
during week -ends in the country when he
made his first contacts with his native
landscape, rural customs and the national
folk dances and tunes, all of which pervade
almost every page of his work.

Eighteen hundred and forty-eight has
long been known as the year of revolution :
almost every minority in Europe made
sporadic and wholly unsuccessful efforts to
throw off the tyrannical` yoke of their
imperial masters. In fact, they rather seized
the opportunities afforded them by the
revolutionary movements which caused
almost every imperial government on the
Continent to totter. So, whilst Wagner was
behind the barricades in Munich and Chopin
wrote to the tread of Russian infantry
passing through Warsaw, Smetana- helped
the cause of his oppressed countrymen in
Prague. These revolts were crushed with
something of the technique and thorough-
ness we are so accustomed to to -day, and
the oppressed nationalist minorities were
whipped back to submission and to the
further licking of their wounds. 

Professor of Music
After these efforts had proved abortive,

his friendship with Liszt grew and the
great Hungarian-another subject race-
helped him open a schbol in Prague. The
same year he married a boyhood sweet-
heart, who succeeded him as teacher in the
Thun family. Another close friendship
was formed with Clara Schumann.

Smetana went as Professor of music to
Gothenburg, from 1856 to 1861, and during
this period his nationalism was in complete
abeyance. His wife died and he married

again in '57. By this time the Hapsburg
monarchy had slightly relaxed its oppressive
rule in Bohemia and a re -awakening of the
nation's artistic life at once  made itself
apparent. Smetana was in the van right
from the start. All his energies were hence-
fOrth to be exclusively devoted to giving
the Czech people a national music
sufficiently rich and authentic to warrant
their rallying round it for inspiration and
guidance very much as the Russians used
Moussorgsky and the Poles Chopin. Sme-
tana started a renaissance in Czech life
comparable to that resurgence we more
usually deem the work of poets, Shakespeare
and his contemporaries, for example. He
founded many societies for the propagation
and stimulation of national music, as well as
the National Opera House in _Prague.

His chief contributions to the national
rebirth were a series of eight operas founded
on patricitic subjects, and a cycle of sym-
phonic poems styled Ma Vlast (my country).
The first of the operas was called ." The
Brandenburgers in Bohemia," and was pro-
duced in 1863. Its story deals with the
over -running of Bohemia by swarms of
Teutons and the misadventures at their
hands of a prince in his minority. Both
the story and the title are very apposite
in the light of recent events.

" The Bartered Bride "
- Although received with great success, it
was completely overshadowed by the
second one, The Bartered Bride," a work
scintillating with the humours and charac-
teristics of national peasant life, and over-
flowing with racy wit and* good spirits.
The public took it to its heart as something
more than a merely fine work of art  whilst
its celebrated overture has always been one
of the first favourites in the concert room.
It was staged in 1870.

Then came " Dalibori" the hero being the
prototype of all good Czechs, whilst his
friend, the minstrel Zdenek, is typical of the
spirit of hope speaking his message through
music. The public,- still intoxicated by
" The Bartered Bride," were a little dis-
appointed with " Dalibor," but to -day it is
revered as a dream of national regeneration
come true.

ns

Fourthly came " Libusa," to be followed
by " The Two Widows," " The Kiss-, " " The
Secret " and " The Devil's Wall." He
commenced a dramatisation of Shakespeare's
" Twelfth Night " by the name of " Viola,"
but the deafness and nerve trouble which
finally hastened his end prevented his doing
more than sketch out a first act.

The six works comprising " Ma Vlast "
are " Vysehrad," "Vltava," " Sarka,"-
" From the Fields and Groves of Bohemia,"
" Tabor," and " Blanik." Vltava is the
river more familiarly known by its German
name of Moldau, and after." The Bartered -

Bride " is perhaps Smetana's best known,
and best; work. These works. have been
chiefly instrumental in perpetuating their
composer's name and giving it lustre in
foreign lands.

Liszt's Influence
Smetana was always a devotee .of pro-

gramme music, and even in his two string
quartets is always definite and realistic. He
came strongly under the influence of Liszt
and got swept up in the romantic tide of the
mid -nineteenth century. He -wrote some
piano music, too, which shpws the Hun-
garian master's love of virtuosity. He did
for the. Czech national " Polka " what
Chopin did for the Polish " Mazurka " : he
made of it an art form using the rhythm as
one of the elements.

Smetana holds a unique position in his own
country. Neither Grieg nor Chopin holds
such a significant national position in their
respective countries. Not a town- or village
failed to celebrate his centenary  in 1924.
But whilst his native land may slightly
exaggerate his position in the musical
hierarchy, the rest of the world, too, acclaims
his music for, its felicity in expressing the
joy and abandon of a people at their best
and liveliest. It is full of beautiful melody
and subtle harmonisation, always fresh,
clean 'and stimulating, and at times power-
fully moVing. A lot of it is most suited to
home consumption, but works like " The
Bartered Bride," " Tabor " and " Vltava "
were written by a mind capable of crossing
purely national boundaries to those wide
enough to embrace all peoples.

NEW RECORDS
Vocal and Humorous

THE Decca lists reveal a nice balance of
vocal and humorous records. There

are Al and Bob Harvey with their senti-
mental "Sing me a Song of Home, Sweet
Honie " on Decca F 5623, and Bertha Wil-
mott with her boisterous " Beer Barrel
Polka " on Decca F 7359. Tony Martin and
The Street Singer have two romantic
numbers with " Does Your Heart Beat "
and "I shall be Waiting," on Decca F 7391
and Decca F 7394, respectively. The sophis-
ticated will revel in the first record by
London's favourite cabaret star, Inga

Anderson. She is amusing in " Put it
Down to Glands " on Deceit- F 7385.

For laughter lovers there is Carl Carlisle's
ithpersonation record. " Private Robertson
Hare's Predicament " on Decca F 7389.
Neither must we forget Tommy Handley in
" We Don't Want to be Jiggered About "
on Dean F 7387. Other recdids which you
should hear are The Merry Macs version
of " Shoot the Sherbert to me, Herbert ± "
and "In the Mood "-Decca F 7392,
Evelyn Dall singing " Mr. Jones (Are you
Coming to Bed)," coupled with
Wubba Dolly," Decca F 7410,- and Vera
Lynn's latest recording of " It's a Lovely
Day To -morrow " and " Safe in my
Heart " Decca 7411.
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Experimenting as a Career
How to Make Good Use of Spare Time as a Paying
Radio Occupation

IN all the discussions on radio as a -career
the problem has been dealt with from
the point of view of full-time occu-

pation. But it is quite possible to play -
an important part in radio development,
whilst pursuing another occupation,
'although it- is not intended by any means
that employment should be undertaken
in the category generally known as a
" dabbler." There are many people who,
after constructing a few receivers, feel that
they know all there is to know about the
subject a.nd forthwith undertake to service
receivers for others, undercutting the
charges made for such work, doing regular
dealers out of the work and in many cases
injuring the profepsion on account of the

 bad quality of the work which is done.
But by a systematic study of the subject,
and with the use of suitable test apparatus,
many really interesting experiments may be
ca ri if s-1 out and discoveries may result which
will benefit the industry. It must not be'
imagined that as a fully -equipped laboratory
is not available reliable experiments can-
nel: be made. In the past developments
in many industries have often resulted
to im experiments by " free lances." Often
the 'fact that .an experimenter has -not
a va it:a hie certain apparatus has resulted in
the assembly of some make -shift material
which has led .to an invention or develop
ment which might otherwise never have
come to light.
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Fig. 1.-Basic princip/e§ of a general-purpose
test meter.

By W. J DELANEY

Part Played by Amateurs
Proof of this is available anywhere.

In radio, for instance, the first trans-
atlantic short-wave transmission was
effected by amateurs. An amateur picked
up the first long-distance television picture
(in South Africa), and in many other
instances amateurs have been responsible
for developments or the refutation of
previously accepted facts. It is almost
certain that the present wide use of short
waves would not have been had not the
amateur been forced to try some other
channel for his experiments in the past,
due to the restriction of commercial wave-
lengths allotted to him. It is not suggested
that the kitchen -table woidatiop will bring
in a fortune, but by following some system-
atic line of experiment, and by making
use of suitable apparatus- and at the same
time going off into unusual channels, you
may easily hit upon something which will
prove of importance. But you carmot ex -Peet
to do so with rough-and-ready apparatus.
At the same time it is not necessary to
launch out and purchase a wide range of
equipment. The real experimenter will, of
course, want to make his own material,
and there is, a very wide and interesting
,range of test equipment which may so be
made up. Valve testers, circuit testers,
multi -range meters, and even cathode-
ray tube oscilloscopes may be constricted,
in some cases from apparatus which may
be found in every radio amateur's junk -
box, but in any case from easily acquired
components. 66 -

Test Equipment
As an indication we May mention the

valve tester recently described in these
pages. A collection of valve -holders,
obtainable quite cheaply, terminals, a meter,
and a few hours in construction -and you
have a piece of apparatus which carries
out the same work as the most elaborate
commercially produced article. A multi-
purpose tester is another favourite item
of the home -experimenter. All that is
needj.ed is a good milliammeter, a collection
of resistances, and some plugs and sockets,
and you can make all the tests needed in
average experimental layouts. A good three -
or four -valve set of the T.R.F. type may be
modified to form a sound set -analyser,
and so on. It would not be possible to
describe in one article how all of these
items may be made up, but, as already
mentioned, we have described most Of
them from time to time and will give others
in future issues. Probably the most
important item is the meter which is
generally referred to as a "general purpose
tester." The rough outline is indieated in
Fig. 1. As will be seen, some form of
selector is used to enable resistances to be
connected in series or in parallel with the ,
low -reading meter and this enables the
meter to give the desired indications of volt...
age,. current Or to measure the values of
resistance. 'The usual difficulty is in
arranging- the selector device to act as a
safeguard and  prevent damage to the
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,meter due to the -use of the wrong range-
cOhnecting it, for instance, to a high -
voltage source when the meter is set for a
low -current reading.

-A valve -voltmeter -is another very simple
item which was 'described recently. This
enables output voltages or other small
voltages to be read and, in conjunction with
the all-purpose tester, enables accurate

AUDIO
FREQUENCY

INPUT
Fig. 2.-Main details of a capacity bridge,

C --being the capacity under test.

ftests to be made when various circuits arc
tried out. The cathode-ray oscilloscope
is not exactly a simple instrument, but small
Cathode-ray tubes are obtainable at a
reasonable price, and when built- up and
the method of handling has been- acquired
they enable amplifiers Dr similar equipment
to be analysed and distortion and' other
facts to be seen clearly.

Workshop Equipnient
Tools are, -of course, assumed to be in the

possession of . every reader of this paper.
but too often they are not kept in a suit-
able manner. It is true that not many
tools are needed for experimental work
beyond, -say, a screwdriver and pair of
pliers, but if a really sound line of experi-
ment is to be undertaken, some system
must be adopted so that when a change in
oircuit, for example, is desired,' time will
not have to be wasted looking fora tool,
during the course of which the thread of an
experiment may be lost. A notebook is
absolutely essential so that the results of
various tests may be set out for ready
reference and to avoid waste of time
going over the same ground twice. Calcu-
lations may have to be carried out and,
therefore, some source  of information -
such as the " Radio Engineer's Notebook"
or similar information should be available
to avoid unnecessary work in this direction.
Valves should be kept in a rack ready to
hand so that when -a change is required
it may be carried out without looking'
round for the desired type of valve.
Batteries, where they are used in preference

"Continued on next.page.)
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EXPERIMENTINq AS A CAREER
(Continued From previous page) _

to mains supplies, should be kept in such
a manner that they do not rapidly
deteriorate and thus give rise to false
effects due to changes in voltage. A cool,
dry place is indicated for them. Some
type of switchboard is very desirable, with
terminals marked clearly with various
voltages, and each point verified from time
to _time with a good meter to ensure that
it is up to the indicated rating. Small
multi -drawer cabinets, with all drawers

VOLTMETER

PRACTICAL WIRELESS

clearly marked, should be used to house
terminals or other small parts ; a really
good 'bench light should be so fitted that i,t
may be swung about to fall on any desired
corner of the workroom, and similar items
which should occur to the real handyman
are only some of the points which should
be given preliminary attention when taking
up,serious experimental work. Remember,
finally, that success -seldom comes at once.
Hard work, much burning of the midnight

IMO

Fig. 3:-(Left)
A simple valve
voltmeter cir-
cuit, and Fig.
4 (right) An

MILLIAMMETER efficient valve
testing circuit.

A.C.
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oil, and probably many disappointments
May be' encountered, but revolutionary
discoveries` may be made by anyone who
is prepared to devote his attention to the
subject properly.

MILLI-
AMMETER

Pre,Amplification

IN
those countries not in the throes -of

1 war, and therefore able to enjoy a
public television service, every effort is
being made by the manufacturers of home
receivers to keep the prices of sets within
the range of pockets of potential customers.
One scheme to meet this point follows on
similar lines to that adopted by some of
the British radio manufacturers who
marketed sets of identical external appear-
ance but graded them at two selling prices
according to the distance from the trans-
mitting station that the set was to be
employed. In other words, one receiver
was made more sensitive than the other -
and required a weaker signal in millivolts
per metre to make it operate with a fully
modulated cathode-ray tube. This im-
provement in sensitivity can be carried
into effect by having two distinct forms
of vision chassis or using a standard chassis
for both sets and adding a pre -amplifier
to the set that is required to operate at a
longer range. A good example of a compact
pre -amplifier has been commercially pro-
duced M this country, and this unit is cap-
able of providing an over-all gain of nearly
ten. decibels. In effect, it comprises two
stages of high -frequency amplification and
can be arranged to plug into the normal
feeder terminals of the set, the feeder
cable plugs then being inserted into the
appropriate ,sockets of the unit. Made in -
this form, it can be screwed into any
convenient clear,,,space inside the receiver
cabinet, while the necessary power supplies
are derived from the main rectifier unit
into which is inserted the six -pin plug.
There is na doubt that a device of this
character provides a convenient and econo-
mical method of extending the range of a
good quality television set, but where signal
strength is low it is necessary to ensure
that the noise or interference level is very
low, for the unit does not discriminate
between the two forms of signal any more
than the commercial set does.

TELENEWS
Getting Better Focus

THEmaintenance of correct focus as
evidenced by the area of the sharp

spot of light on the cathode-ra'y tube screed
under all conditions of beam current, is a
problem not easy -of solution. The simplest
method appears to lie in the use of electro-
magnetically operated tubes, but there are
many cases where electrostatically operated
tubes haVe to be employed, and de -Signers
have therefore had -to face up to the
difficulties, and provide satisfactory working
without resorting to ideas which for their
successful application necessitate, undue
complexity in the electrode system. From
time to time different ideas have been
propounded in these columns, and all of
these appear to achieve their purpose with
varying degrees of success. One of the most
up-to-date suggestions has the outstanding
merit of apparent simplicity, and for this
reason aldne is worthy of careful con-
sideration. The seat of many of the focusing
troubles is looated in the control electrode
which is positioned close to the cathode,
and to which is applied the signal variations
up to 20 volts in order to change the
intensity of the beam. To eliminate this
dependence of spot size on modulating
potential, as distinct from intrinsic bright-
ness, it is proposed to introduce a very fine
mesh grid which forms,part of the modulat-
ing electrode, and is positioned between the
cathode surface and the first apertured
anode. This ensures that the equipotential
surfaces close to the cathode surface are
maintained flat,- with the result that the
focusing:action of the tube remains constant
irrespective of the 'modulating voltages fed
to the control electrode within its normal
working limits. This idea is claimed to
have the further advantage that the range
of volts necessary to change from black to
full white on the fluorescent screen is
reduced.

An Interim Period
IMPROVED interlacing to avoid line

pairing which straightway halves
the definition, better band widths for the
vision circuits, improved cathode-ray tubes,
more sensitive receivers, a reduction of
background mush level, these and many
other items are being delved into by the
leading radio manufacturing -concerns, so as
to provide the public with better and better
pictures without adding unduly to the cash
price of the receiving set. It has even been
suggested that some form of moratorium
should be declared so that an acceptance
of the present picture standards would be
maintained for a period of years. This
would remove from the American Public
mind any fear of early- obsolescence and
encourage a nation-wide buying campaign,
so as to reimburse the manufacturers who
so far have found sales raurns reach a
figure well below the sums involved in
television development and production
work. Another school of thought -suggests
that an interim period should be -employed
wherein a variety of ,standards would be
tried so as to determine a flexible one
which would Permit changes to be made
withollt involving costly alterations to
those sets already on the market. In all
these cases a really progressive programme
campaign would operate side by side
with the technical issues at stake, and once
the public have been made really television
minded, then progress would be so rapid
that the industry would move forward
to an era of commercial prosperity.

A New Book

NEWNES SHORT-WAVE MANUAL
A Complete Treatise on the Design, Construc-
tion and Operation of all Short-wave Equipment.

Price 5/- or 5/4 by post
from George Melones, Ltd., Tower House,

Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2.
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Very Much Alive !
IHAD a letter the other day from it,

1 reader who has returned from abroad
asking me whether this journal was still
being published. This struck me as being
such an astonishing question that I pressed
the reader for further details. It turned
out that he had been to the local newsagent.
who had formerly supplied him with the
paper, who told him that " it had ceased
publication." Needless to say, we took
strong action with the newsagent concerned.
There is not the slightest truth in the
suggestion, for it is our policy to carry on
during the war as the only weekly journal
devoted to the technical side of radio.
If any of my readers . find themselves in
the same position as the reader I have
quoted I hope. they will let me know,
stating in confidence the name of the
newsagent. There is no reason why any
reader should not be able to obtain his
copy of this journal promptly on Wednes-
day morning. It helps, of course, if you
place a regular order with your newsagent.

The Talking Organ
THE following interesting paragraph

appeared in a recent issue of the
Daily Telegraph, :

" A church organ which talks ' has
been causing trouble at the Methodist
Church in Pennsylvania. The organ, one of
the new electrical type, has developed a
distressing tendency to pick up short-
wave broadcasts at the oddest moments.

" Such outbursts as PDQX, go
ahead PDQX,' or It's snowing here,
Joe, how's the weather in your terri-
tory ? ' coming from the organ have
continually interrupted the sermons, said
the pastor, Dr. H. D. Whitfield.

Installed about a year ago, the organ
first developed radio trouble ' during
choir rehearsal. Later it began sound-
ing off' during Sunday services. Radio
technicians blame the trouble on the
similarity of the organ sound cabinet
and a radio loudspeaker. It is believed
a twisted wire is responsible. Until the
wire is located the organ will continue
to "

Careers in Radio
NEW industries steal upon us creating

opportunities for interesting and well -
paid posts. No one would have dreamed
25 years ago that wireless would have
developed so rapidly, and thus created an
urgent and at present unsatisfied demand
for thousands of skilled men, The industry
has, indeed, developed at a rate far in
excess of the supply of skilled people to
serve it. It was so in the motor trade,
in the cycle trade, and a similar situation
obtains to -day in the aircraft industry.
Those considering taking up a profession
or who are on the threshold of their careers,
should carefully study the prospects which
radio has to offer. We have in past issues
dealt with a number of aspects of radio as a
career. In this issue, however, we go
more fully into the matter and offer a book
Specially designed to give those desirous
of entering the trade a. grounding in the
knowledge essential for success.

-,mrs,xw

VELENGTH

By Thermion -
;

The Student's Three has been specially
designed so that you may learn as you build.
It will help you to understand the principles
of wireless reception and later articles will
develop the theme covering such subject
as testing, measuring the values of ditfcrettt
parts of the circuit, fault finding, and the
addition of refinements to the circuit.

Readers on Active Service
I HAVE been successful in putting readers

on active service, as well as those
billeted in various parts of the country,
in touch with enthusiasts in the particular
districts. I have had many letters of
appreciation for this small service I have
been able to render, and I am pleased to
note that real friendship has sprung up
between the parties who have contacted.
I was able to help Mr. A. G. Hobson some
months ago. He is now stationed at
Hoylake, Cheshire, and wishes to get into
touch with any enthusiast in that salubrious
district. Any letters sent to me will be
forwarded to Mr. Hobson.

Gala Variety Broadcast

I "AN4
' been informed that although no

Command Variety perform ence will be
given this year, arrangements have been
made to broadcast in the Forces pro-
gramme most of a Gala Variety show from
the London Palladium on May 5th. This is
being organised by Mr. George Black, who
is determined that the traditions shall be
carried on and that the Variety Artiste'
Benevolent Fund shall not suffer through
war -t i me conditions.

Schools Broadcast
I AM glad to hear that the second corn-

plete term of school broadcasting since
the outbreak of war will open on April 15th.
The programme of school broadcasts for
the summer term, 1940, has been designed
to meet, as far as possible, the special oil
difficult conditions imposed on schools and
broadcasting by the war. The experienic
of the last months has proved the necessity
of a modification of broadcasts both in
content and presentation. (lose co-opera-
tion has once more been established between
the various education authorities and the
Central and Scottish Councils for School
Broadcasting, and sueli channels of com-
munication between teachers and the
councils as programme schedules and leaflets
are once again functioning normally.
But with the difficulty of arranging com-
mittee meetings, heads of schools could do
most useful work by listening and relenting

regularly on one or !mire series. The
necessary reporting forma can he obtained
immediately on application to liroade3s!inl
Thaw, London, or Broadcasting I I

Glasgow.

A Service Problem
As many readers of this hom %%e ill he

interested in the service problem,
t here nn.one or two points which I t ha

to my notice recently. which
writ ,a,ssing on. The first concr rim the

(hi -11,111y experienced in many quaticr,
due to the shortage of servircno,o, owing
to thc call of the Services. There is still
considerable servichip work to be done, and
thus delays are taking place. It has
therefore been sugosted, at a recent
dealers' meeting. that some sort of ban
should be placed on receivers over. say, five
years of age. There are two angles to this
question. Firstly, owing to the war main
people are not purchasing new receive rie
and thus sales of new models are falling off.
This means that receivers are being kept
in Use longer than before with the result
that servicing troubles are bound t4 -b

increase. 1Vith the increase. phut the
decrease in men ((16.5 per ratt. of service
engineers being under 30 :% ears
according to a recent ;censtio, it ,call Ix
obvious that some restriction will have to
be considered. At the meeting in question
one dealer stated t hitt be had nn fewer than
93 sets waiting attention. There ac. of
course, two angles to this quest ion. and it
always seems bad policy to turn away
custom. However. something will no
doubt have to be done.

The replacement of servicemen called
to the colours is not a simple problem. It
Is not possible to become a fully -qualified
service engineer in a month, As mentioned
on other pages, training is nectesary.

Weather Effects

A attention to the peculiar effect)) of
REGENT letter in this paper drew

the weather on a ;T.:oil-cr. and I was
recently intnnnecl of a rather similar ease.
but one in which bad weather gay', an
improvement in performance due to a ladle
component. It is well known that Ow
capacity of a condenser is due to the
dielectric to a very large extent. Many oftlle
older types of esindeneer use a roll of non -
impregnated paper with tin -foil or *limiter
material interleaved. In a dry condition
the capacity will Is. totally different from
that found v.tc.n the condenser is moist,

th, addition of moisture to the
Itt the iliac in question, the

set ha, I been left irt an unoccupied house
for notice time due to evacuation. When
the people returned the set was switched
on and gave a much improved performance,
the freedom from hum, which had been
previously experiencod, being one of the,
most noticeable effects. After a day or so
it was noted that the set returned to its
original pootberformance, accompanie4 1,v
the hum, and eventually it was f,i;i i h:tr
as the house became warmed up, plus tb.
effects of the fire in the room. the condenser
had dried out again, and this mint roditixd
the trouble.
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High -frequency CouplinAs
The Choice and Importance of Inter -valve Systems

M"ANY beginners, when designing their
own receiver, find difficulty in
.deciding upon the circuit to be used

between the H.F. and detector stages.
There are at least three forms of coupling
available and each of these has its own
particular merits, and all are suitable for
incorporation in a modern receiver. Perhaps
the most usual form of coupling is that
known as the tuned -grid, and shown in
diagrammatic form in Fig. I. In this
arrangement an H.F. choke is included in
HIGH INDUCTANCE fa+
NEC

0. cool-ocioa MFD
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Fig. 1.-The simplest form of H.F. coupling-
the tuned -grid circuit.

the anode circuit of the H.F. valve and a
lead is taken from the lower end of this
to one side of a fixed condenser, the other
side of which is joined to the tuning coil
in the grid circuit of the detector.

This circuit arrangement is very suitable
when building an amplifier for adding to a
normal detector-L.F. receiver, since the
filed condenser is then merely connected
to the aerial terminal of the original
receiver. It is evident that the high -
frequency amplifier simply takes the place
of the aerial, supplying the input to the
detector-but after amplification. The
tuned -grid coil calls for very little con-
sideration, for it is simply a standard tuner
of any type, although if a ganged condenser
is to be employed it should have charac-
teristics exactly similar to those of the
tuning coil used in the grid circuit of the
preceding valve. If the coil is of different
type it is probable that it will be impossible
properly to trim the sections of the gang
condenser, with a result that there must
be a tremendous loss in signal strength,
especially at certain parts of the tuning
scale. To prevent this trouble, the best
course is to employ separate condensers for
the two circuits or to use a two -gang
condenser of the type having an external
trimming adjustment capable of producing
a fairly wide variation in capacity-
.0001 mfd, for example.

The S.G. H.F. Choke
The H.F. choke is a very important link

in the circuit, and has a considerable
influence upon the efficiency of the finished
set. First and foremost the choke should
have an inductance of not less than
200,000 microhenries, whilst a value of
twice this figure is to be preferred when
using a high -frequency pentode, the A.C.
resistance of which might easily be as high
as 1,000,000 ohms. The choke should also
have as low a self -capacity as possible
consistent with the appropriate inductance,
a value of 3 to 5 m.mfd. being sufficiently
good for the purpose. It is also desirable
that the choke should be of the screened
type, since the screening assists very eon -
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Fig. 2.-Tuned-anode coupling is a variation of
the circuit of Fig. 1.
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siderably in obtaining stable operation
of the receiver when it is adjusted to give
really high amplification. It is sometimes
considered that if the coils are screened
it is unnecessary to screen the chokes as
well, but it must be remembered that the
latter can create an extensive magnetic
field which might easily " " with
nearby connecting leads and other neces-
sarily unscreened components such as
fixed condensers.

The fixed coupling condenser is not
generally a critical component, and it is
usual to choose a value of .0002 mfd.
for it. This is, in fact, a good average, -
but a certain increase in selectivity can be
obtained by reducing this value to .0001
mid. and a little extra signal strength
may be gained by using a capacity of
.0003 mfd. This point will best be appre-
ciated when it is remembered that the

**condenser acts in a very similar manner
to that component frequently included
between the aerial lead-in and the aerial
terniinal.en the set; this being the case,
many constructors- may prefer to use a
pre-set condenser, which can be modified
until the most suitable capacity is found.

Tuned -anode Connections
A simpler circuit than the tuned -grid

is the tuned -anode arrangement shown
in Fig. 2. In this case the aloha is not
required, the tuned winding of the coil
being wired directly 03 the anode circuit
of the H.F. valve., Correctly used, this
method of. connection-in theory, at any
rate-rives rather greater -input to the
detector than the toned -grid circuit,
although: in practice this is not always
realised. The reason for the greater
efficiency is that the impedance in the anode
circuit, of the H.F. valve is infinite when
the set is tuned to a signal, whereas the
impedance of the choke must be a pi

lower. The chief practical advantag,.
of tuned anode, however, is that it save
a choke and a fixed condenser. On the
other hand, the circuit as shown has the
definite disadvantage that the moving
vanes of the tuning condenser are not
connected to earth, but to which
means that a gang condenser of normal
type could nut be used. This little
difficulty can easily be overcome by using
the connections as shown in Fig. 3, where
a 1 mfd. fixed condenser is connected
between that terminal of the coil which is
joined to H.T.± and earth, the variable
tuning condenser being connected between
the anode of the H.F. valve and earth.

E

I MFD.

DECOUPLI NG
RESISTANCE

(WHEN REWIRED)

REACTION
WINDING

0003MFD
REACTION

H T.+

DET.
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Fig. 3.-Parallel tuned -anode coupling.

It will be seen that in this case the tuning
condenser is in series with the high.
capacity condenser across the coil ; this,
however, produces the same effect as when
the tuning condenser alone is in parallel
with the.ivindings. When it is necessary
to decouple the anode circuit of the H.F.
valve, or when the H.T. voltage to it hasto be " dropped,'.' the 1 mfd, condenser'
is required in any case, and so its costneed not be considered. A decoupling

(Continued on page 99.)
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AND THIS
IS THE BOOK

WHICH TELLS YOU

Imparts the Knowledge
and Qualifications
necessary for entry
into all Radio

Branches of the
Forces and the
Radio Industry.

I N the fighting Services
I to-day-and particUlarly
in the R.A.F.-there is
an insistent demand for
trained radio mechanics,
while in the radio industry
itself a sound knowledge of
radio theory can eventually
lead to a highly -paid key
position.

The RADIO TRAINING MANUAL FOR THE SERVICES AND THE TRADE,
just completed and now on the presses, tells you exactly what you must know for
each sphere of activity, and imparts the necessary technical information. It tells you
what apparatus-if any-is needed, and how to apply the knowledge in the right
channels when it is gained. Never before has there been such opportunities for
radio enthusiasts-for you-and this new work by the Editor of PRACTICAL
WIRELESS has been specially written with you in mind !

The mass of vital information contained in this book is not obtainable in such handy
form elsewhere, and there will be a huge demand for it. Be certain that there is a
copy for you by filling up the forms on page 108 AT ONCE.

WIVii!
INIAr

FTh E
o'../

AND 4 TOKENS
CUT FROM

"Practical Wireless"
(Packing, carriage, etc. included)

IT Now FILL UP THE FORMS ON PAGE 108 AT ONCE
AND MAKE CERTAIN OF YOUR COPY
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Handsomely
bound, and with
gilt lettering on
front and spine.

SIR KINGSLEY WOOD, the
Air Minister, appealed recently
for radio mechanics for the
Royal Air Force. The rate of pay
is exceptionally good. The need
for radio technicians is equally
urgent in other branches of the
Services, whilst the servicing
and repair of radio sets is one
of the main activities of the radio
industry to -day and is providing
work for thousands.

Which branch of radio do you
favour ? This immensely helpful
book will aid you in your choice
of a radio career and solve all the
difficulties on the way.

The Contents are comprehensive
and deal with :

Radio as a Career
(Includes Services, Production Servicing,

Laboratory, etc.)

An Outline of Prospects
Electrical Units Explained
Radio Formulae Simplified

Principles of Receiver Design
Design of the Detector Stage

Superhet Principles and Design
Automatic Volume Control
Design of the Power Unit

Use of Pick-up
A Guide to Servicing

FULLY ILLUSTRATED WITH CIRCUIT
DIAGRAMS, TABLES AND FORMULAE

11111111111111Mb.
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TOR THE
RADIO SERVICE MAN,
DEALER AND OWNER
The man who enrolls for an I. C. S. Radio
Course learns radio thoroughly, com-
pletely, practically. When he earns his
diploma, he will KNOW radio. We are
not content merely to teach the prin-
ciples of radio, we want to show our
students how to apply that training in
practical, every -day, radio service work.
We train them to be successful!

INTERNATIONAL. CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS

Dept. 94A, International Buildings,
Kingsvvay, London, W.C.2.

Please explain fully about your Instruction in
the subject marked X.

Complete Radio Engineering
Complete Radio

Radio Service Engineers_
Elementary Radio

Television
If you wish to pass a Radio examination,
indicate it below.

Inst. of Wireless Technology
P.M.G. Certificate for Wireless Operators

Provisional Certificate in Radio Telephony and
Telegraphy for Aircraft

City and Guilds Telecommunications

Name Age....
Address

April 13th, 1940

ARMSTRONG
Apologise for delay In delivery of some models,
this unfortunately has been unavoidable owing to
the present great difficulty in obtaining rawmaterials. However, we are pleased to announce
that we are now in the position to give immediate
delivery of our popular model, AW38, illustrated
below.

MODEL AW38.' 8 -valve All -wave Super-
heterodyne chassis. This All -wave Radiogram
chassis has resistance capacity coupled push-pull
output capable of handling 6 watts, and gives good
quality reproduction on both radio and -gramo-
phone, for an economical price of 8 gns. Plus
5% war increase.

Armstrong Push-pull Speaker to match AW38
chassis, £1 :1 : 0. Plus 5% war increase.

We suggest Model AW38 together with matched
speaker at £9 : 9 : 0, plus 5% war increase, com-
plete, represents the most outstanding value on
the market to -day
ILLUSTRATED ART CATALOGUE ON REQUEST
ALL CHASSIS SENT ON 7 DAYS' APPROVAL

ARMSTRONG MANFG. Co.
WARLTERS ROAD, HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.7.

(Adjoining Holloway Arcade)
'Phone NORth 3213

BECOME A
DRAUGHTSMAN

AND EARN BIG MONEY

Men over 21 urgently
wanted for reserved
occupations as
draughtsmen in
Electrical, Mechani-
c a I , Aeronautical,

1 Structural, and other
Branches of En-
gineering. Excellent

opportunities also for men and women
of all ages to become Inspectors,
Viewers and Gaugers. Practical experi-
ence is unnecessary for those who are
willing to learn-our Guaranteed" Home
Study " courses will get you in.

FREE GUIDE.-Thi FREE 1940 Guide
contains 120 pages of information of the
greatest importance to those seeking
entry or advancement in Engineering. It
gives full detailS" of salaries, openings and
prospects in Draughtsmanship, together
with particulars of our special rapid
courses and employment service and
remarkable guarantee of

SUCCESS-OR NO _FEE
Write now for your copy of this remark-
able publication. It may well prove to be

the turning point in your career.
NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING

(Dept. 426) 148, HOLBORN, LONDON, F.C.1

(S. Africa Branch : E.C.S.A.,
P.O. Box 8417, Jo'burg)
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DUTY FREE PRICES
YFOORURMETINOBBEARCSCOONFISTTHEFOBR.E.DETAILS

NCC520BX

New Practical Handbooks
for Electric Technicians

ELECTRIC WIRING
(DOMESTIC)

This book is intended for young men who are engaged in
electric wiring and electrical contracting work, and for those
employed in the Service or Maintenance Departments of
Electric Supply Companies. It includes up-to-date practical'

`methods of wiring houses. Special attention is devoted to
the safety of such installations.
With 244 Photographs and Diagrams and many useful Tables.

PRACTICAL DESIGN OF

SMALL MOTORS & TRANSFORMERS
Most books dealing with the design of electrcal machinery
can only be read by engineers with a knowledge of -higher
mathematics. This book, however, presents the facts in a
manner that will make an instant appeal to any practical man.
In place of complicated design formulae, the necessary facts
are given largely in the form of tables which enable the
appropriate sizes of Wire, etc., to be readily selected to suit
any given conditions.

With over 100 Photograp.hs and Diagrams. and Many useful
Design Tables.

51- each net from all booksellers, or by post 516 from the pub-
lisher, George Newnes, Ltd. (Book Dept.), Tower House,

Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2.

George Newnes, Ltd.



WHAT is the difference between tone
control and tone compensation ?

In tone control the object is to
_provide a convenient means of varying the
response of the receiver to the higher
and lower audio frequencies, whereas in
tone compensation the aim is to " correct "
the reproduction to make good certain
losses which may occur.

Tone control consists of providing a
variable device by means of which it is
possible to attenuate-or reduce the re-
sponse to-low or high notes. By turning
the control in one direction the higher
notes are attenuated, giving the effect of
increased bass response, whilst by turning
it in the other direction an opposite effect
is produced. Ib should be made quite clear
that in most tone -control systems high -
note and low -note -response is not increased ;
in other words, extra amplification is
not given to either end of the musical
range.

Tone compensation, or tone correction,
is used when, for example, a very selective

VOLTMETER
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Radio in the Services
A Refresher Course for the Radio Mechanic -5

By Frank Preston

Here is Another Selection of

Questions of the Type which
may be Anticipated by Appli-
cants for Enrolment, together

with Suitable Answers

doing this the resistance of the meter is,
ignored, but as it will rarely exceed about
100 volts the discrepancy is slight.

To increase the scale readings for current
it is necessary to wire a resistor in parallel
with the meter, its value being dependent
upon the resistance of the meter. Thus, if
the meter resistance were 100 ohms, all
scale readings would be doubled by placing
a resistor of 100 ohms in ,,m.rallel in this
case one-half the current in the circuit
would -pass through the meter and one-half
through the parallel resistor. To read up
to .5 amp. with a meter designed for a

AMMETER

tuning circuit is employed. This " cuts "
the- higher frequencies, so a means must be
provided of reducing the lower frequencies
to a similar extent if reproduction is
to be natural. One method of doing this is
simply to use a pentode in the output
stage.

In most modern receivers tone control
consists of wiring a fixing condenser and
variable resistor in series between the anode
of the output valve and earth. This is
because .a pentode valve is generally em-
ployed. By reducing the value of the
resistor the higher notes are attenuated.
To attenuate the low notes an iron -cored
choke can be used in place of the con-
denser. It is possible to combine a resistor
and a choke with a potentiometer to give
" two-way " action.

How would you use a milliammeter as a
voltmeter and as an ammeter ?

It is a very simple matter to convert a
milliammeter for use as a voltmeter, for it
is necessary only to include a resistor in
series with it. The value of the resistor
can easily be found by applying Ohm's Law,
which states that current (in amps.) is
equal to the voltage divided by the re-
sistance. A simple " rule -of -thumb "
method is to have 1,000 ohms per volt.
In other words, a meter reading up to 5
milliamps would read up to 5 volts if the
series resistor were of 1,000 ohms ; the
reading would he up to 50 volts if the resist-
ance were of 10,000 ohms, or up to 500 volts
if the resistance were of 100,000 ohms. In

Fig. 1.-h is possible to
use a milliammeter as a
volt -meter by connecting
a resistor in series mitt
the meter. The current
range of the meter is in-
creased by using a shunt

resistor.

maximum reading of 5 mA and having
a resistance of 100, ohms, the parallel
resistor would need to have a value of
1.01 ohms-one 99th of 100 ohms (See
Fig. 1).

SPEAKER.
FIELD

H.T.-
SMOOTHING CONDENSERS

If you were using two similar valves,
each being rated at 3 wr(tt un-
distorted output, in push-pull what maximum
undistorted output would you expect from
the stage ?

Provided that the valves were reasonably
well matched, and the components of good
quality and correctly chosen, the output
should be approximately watts, This
is because the output from two similar
valves in push-pull is approximately equal
to 2J times the output of one of those valves,
The higher output is dile to the greater

91

eilleiceey of the circuit and the reduced
second -harmonic distortion.

When testing a mains receiver, u*ich
had suddenly become " silent," it was found
that the mains transformer and rectifying
valve were unusually hot, whilst Me energised
speaker um cold, and the receiving valves were
cooler than usual. Where would you first
look for faults?

A short-circuit in the H.T. supply, prior
to the field winding of the speaker, would
be expected. This is because the inference
is that no H.T. is bniag applied to the a
of the valves thrhagh the field v. indine.
although it is bcin4 passed by the rectifying
valve.

In the case quoted it was found that the
-electrolytic smoothing condenser between
the filament winding of the mains trans-
former and the speaker field was short-
circuited due to a blob of solder having
been dropped between the condenser
terminal and the metal chassis (Sec Fig. 2/ -

If the fault had not been noticed quickly
it is probable that the rectifying valve, and
probably the mains transformer as well,
would have been damaged. As it was, the
rectifier had commenced to "blue -glow."
this showing that the valve was greenly
overloaded. Had the fault been similar,
with the difference that the speaker field
became warm. it would have been logical
to suspect that the second smoothing con
denser was shorting, or that there was a
short elsewhere in the smoothed 11.T.
circuit,.

What is the advantage of delayed A.I' .0
over ordinary A .1'

When employing die simplest form of
automatic volume control the biasing

Fig. 2.-Overheating of
the mains transformer and
rectifying valve can be
due to a short-circuit
across a smoothing con-
denser, as shown by

broken lines.

voltage developed at the second detector
is applied to the controlle4 valves as soon
as a signal is tuned in, however weak that
signal may be. As a result, the weaker
signals would not be heard, or would be
weaker than they need be.

By applying a delay, or small counter.
acting voltage the control bias is not
applied to the frequency-eb1nger and I.F.
valves until signals attain a certain
minimum strength. That means that the
A.V.C. does not act- on the weakest of the
signals, but comes into action only on the

(Continued on nett pew
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(Continued from previous page)

stronger ones. Simple. methods of providing
a delay -voltage are indicated in  Fig. 3,
but there are many other >more advanced
arrangements.

If a faint shriek were heard as the tuning
condenser Of a superhet were tuned toward
minimum capacity what fault would you
suspect and how would you attempt to apply
a remedy ?.

Assuming that the fault developed in a
receiver which had previously been operat-
ing correctly, and adjustments had not
recently been made, it would be fair to
suspect the frequency -changer valve in the
first place. If some adjustments had been
made it is possible that re -setting the
trimmers- on the I.F. transformers would
overcome the trouble.

It would also be logical in either case to
suspect the by-pass condenser between the
screening grids of the frequency -changer

E

000l
MFD ) ow ±

1=1

TDELAY VOLTAGE -

and earth, or even the corresponding con-
denser for the I.F. valve. -

When the set was a newly -constructed
one, the fanIts already mentioned could be
checked, but it might be found that the
instability was due to insufficient screening
or to the application of incorrect voltages.
The usual tests for H.F. instability would
be made, and it might be found worth
while to include a small H.F. choke, con-
sisting of about 50 turns on a 1 -in. diameter
core, between the screening grids and the
H.T. supply, or between the primary of
the first I.F. transformer and the anode ofthe P.C. valve. As an alternative, the
insertion of a 50 -ohm resistor between the
oscillator grid coil and the grid of the oscil-
lator section is often useful in preventing
this form of parasitic oscillation.

How do you account for the phenomenon, of
fading on short waves ?

The phenomenon is in many ways com-plex, but it is mainly explained by the
reflection of. the waves from the Heaviside

.F.

-HT.

and Appleton layers. It is known that all
radio waves are split up into two com-
ponent's, one of which follows the curvature
of the earth, the other rising at a sharp
angle and being reflected frOm the upper
atmosphere. On long waves the ground
wave is that which travels from transmitter
to receiver, the upward ray being largely
absorbed. The reverse is the case on short
waves, since the reflected ray is generally
the only one which reaches the, receiver
(incidentally, this accounts in large measure
for what are known as " skip -distance "
effects). Since the more -useful ray is
reflected from the upper atmosphere, the
condition of the reflecting surface is of
great importance. It can be assumed that
this surface is constantly changing ; it may
be compared with ripples 'on a stream.
Due to the changes the upward 'ray is
reflected unevenly, this' accounting for the
high-speed fading.
 This is the generally -accepted theory,

but there are others and abSolute proof is
difficult.

< A.V.0

Fig. 3.-These skeleton diagrams show two simple methods of providing delayed A.V.C. action.

DELAY
VOLTAGE

9. H.T.

SHORT-WAVE SUGGESTIONS
THERE are many amateurs who,

although keenly interested in short-
wave technique, are not actively

engaged in short-wave constructional work
and receiver operation. Probably they
imagine that extensive technical knowledge,
tuning skill, and trouble -tracking abilities
are necessary in order to obtain satisfactory
results.

These ideas are, of course, erroneous,
because a carefully -built receiver will prove
to be both reliable and efficient. Short-
wave and broadcast receivers respectively
have much in common fundamentally.
Differences there are, of course, all of
which are most desirable and necessary,
taking into account the exacting require-
ments of high -frequency reception.

Troubles Easily Overcome
The troubles associated with short-wave

receivers are few and may be overcome.
A little common-sense reasoning and
experiment 'usually proves that things are
not so bad as they at first appeared to be.
Some common short-wave receiver troubles
are now explained

Body capacity effects are not so prevalent
nowadays, owing to improved mechanical
and electrical methods of construction,
and the use of specially -designed low -loss

components. Chassis construction and
under -chassis wiring are undoubtedly most
suitable to short-wave requirements.

Metallised Chassis
The foil -lined and metallised wooden

chassis are deservedly popular : many
constructors think, however, that when this
form of chassis is used a metal panel or
back screen is unnecessary. In a well -tried
and efficiently -designed receiver this is
sometimes correct, but not always.

In order to cut down expenses, metal -

shielded slow-motion dials are used, the
screen of shield being earthed. Whilst
this type is highly satisfactory, other
things being equal, it should not be
forgotten that when the lay -out is bad, the
hands of the operator near the dials, even
with screens earthed, will produce in-
stability and very bad B.C. effects, which
can only be minimised by unearthing the
dial screens. Interaction between magnetic
fields due to faulty lay -out and wiring are,
of course, the basis of the trouble.

The most satisfactory procedure is to use
a screened chassis, panel, and cabinet.
-Screened dials may then be earthed to the
panel ; the moving vanes and frames of
tuning condensers, if of metal frame
construction, will be automatically at

earth potential when mounted directly to
the metal panel, and the latter earthed to
the foil at two widely -separated points in
order to take full advantage of potential
differences.

The metal or foil -lined cabinet is a
disadvantage unless properly and completely
earthed. The most satisfactory method to
assure this is to make four or more copper
angle -pieces about a half -inch wide and
fasten them to chassia-,---cabinet, and panel
by means of 6 B:A. bolts.

Coil Construction
Short-wave coil construction is within

the capabilities -of the average constructor.
There is, however, a vast difference between
constructing and designing a set of coils,
and the home constructor is advised to
copy as accurately as possible coil data
available or to use commercial products.

The number of turns, spacing of turns,
distance between windings and gauge of
wire used are most important factors, which
do not -appear to be realised to the extent
they should be. In some instances, the
opinion seems to be that formers of larger
Or smaller dimensions may he used with
more or less turns, and different spacing
between turns and complete windings and
other variations will make absolutely no
difference whatsoeVer. Practical tests,
however, remove any doubts. and
drastically adjust 'wrong- ideas.
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Variable Resistance
THE following is a useful method of

making a variable resistance which
will dissipate a considerable amount of
power. The fact that the resistance can
only be varied in steps is seldom a dis-
advantage in a resistance of this type,
which can be used for voltage control, etc.
The great advantage is that the sliding
contact is eliminated, thus making  the
resistance practically everlasting.

The resistance is built around a Bulgin
10 -way switch, type. 5160. A strip of
paxolin, approximately En. by Sins., forms
the resistance element, and on it is wound

RESISTANCE
ELEMENT

10 WAY
SWITCH

Making a eariable resistance from a selector
switch.

the required quantity of resistance wire,
10 equally spaced tapping points being
provided. The strip is then carefully bent
into a circle and the tapping points soldered
to the switch contacts with small lengths
of wire.

If a high value of resistance is required
a better method is to solder 10 half -watt
resistances between the switch contacts,
each being one -tenth of the total required
resistance. This arrangement makes an
excellent potential divider for power
supplies, etc.-B. H. BRIGGS (Gt. Horton).

, Needle Scratch Filter
ANY constructors need a scratch filter

and here is a simple one you can
make from spare parts. In addition to a
standard .1 Megann volume control and
.001 mfd.. condenser, you need a choke
and this can be made by making up a
bobbin from two 21 -in. discs of thin wood
or paxolin mounted on a -in. length of
lin. diameter rod. On this bobbin _wind
10;000 turns of 38 -gauge enamelled wire
and take tappings at 5,000 and 8,000 turns.
Adjustment of the volume control, which is
connected as a variable resistance, and the
choke, will enable the desired scratch
eliminatiOn to be obtained with almost
any type of pick-up.-D. LANE (Enfield).

An Adjustable Scale
I USE an S.L.F. tuning condenser arid I

think the following idea for a scale
will appeal to other experimenters. The
Atip. point is in obtaining an initially
correct setting, after which, as the dial is

1 THAT DODGE OF YOURS! i
Every Reader of " PRACTICAL WIRE -

I LESS" must have originated some little dodge
which would interest other readers. Why
not pass it on to us ? We pay 41-10-0 for the i, best hint submitted, and for every other item

$ published on this page we will pay half -a- iguinea. Turn that idea of yours to account by
I sending it in to us addressed to the Editor, I

1

"PRACTICALWIRELESS," George Newnes, c

Ltd., Tower House, Southampton Street, I
Strand, W.C.2. Put your name and address
on every item. Please note that every notion I
sent in must be original. Mark envelopes
" Practical Hints." DO NOT enclose
Queries with your hints.

........11.00.1111.00/1.0.1110.04111194,00-0M1.04.1.D.,14:011.04110.0.11211111EM

r0410?".M.-011:611.1.911.(.1maso.vesst )41,...amono4aows..nowo.swolessl,

SPECIAL NOTICE
.1 All hints must be accompanied by the C

coupon cut from page 105.

calibrated in frequencies equally for this
type of condenser, all further readings will
be automatically correct. As may be seen
from the illustration, the dial, which in my
case is of thin brass, is carefully marked
off (I etched my dial with a coating of soap
and acid) and slots are cut so that the final
position of the dial may be accurately
obtained. The large part of the dial is, of
course, provided with tapped holes and the
ordinary grub screw enables this to be set,
the front section being the part which has
finally to be adjusted to obtain the desired
completion of the range.-R. FRANK
(Preston).

MEA/L/M WOE SCALE

LONtr WAVE SCALE (42/115rAZLE)

An adjustable S.L.F. dial.

The PRACTICAL WIRELESS

ENCYCLONEDIA
®y F. J. CAMM 1 6th Edition

(Editor of "Practice!
Wireless") 7f6

Wireless Construction, Terms,and Definitions explained and il-
lustrated in concise, clear language
From all Booksellers or in post Elf- from George
Newnes Ltd., Tower House, Southampton Street,

Strand, London, W.C.2.
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Screw Holder
AVERY useful addition to an ordinary

screwdriVer can be fashioned from
a strip of thin springy brass, bent as shown
in the sketch. When in use the screw is
placed in the lower jaws formed by the
ends of the strip in which V -shapes are cut,
and the screwdriver blade pressed down
into the screwhead slot. The springy
brass presses against the screwdriver stem
and is thus held in position.

The screw can be lifted as if in one piece
with the screwdriver. This is particularly
useful when fixing a screw in an awkward
position where the fingers cannot reach
to hold it in pOEition.-RONALD ILES
(Knowle West).

RIGHT ANGLE BENDS

0

SCREWDRIVER

SCREW

THIN
SPRINGY
BRASS
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Mr. Iles's suggestion for a useful screw holder.

Combined Batteries
A. LARGE number of modern receivers

are provided with a combined H.T.
and. G.B. battery, generally on account of
space saving. Owing to battery shortage
some users of these receivers are finding
difficulty in obtaining a replacement of
these special batteries, although standard
H.T. and G.B. batteries are fairly easy to
obtain. There is no need to go without
your radio in such a case, as it is possible to
use the -two separate batteries until such
time as the correct type of battery may be
obtained. The only difficulty is that them
is no G.B. positive lead fitted to this type
of receiver, but in all standard circuits G.B.
positive is joined to H.T.- and therefore
the single H.T. negative lead in the com-
bined type of circuit automatically picks
up the positive G.B. connection as the H.T.
negative point is situated a few cells along
the battery. Therefore, to use the separate
batteries attach a short length of flex to
the H.T. negative plug and to this flex fit
a red plug marked G.B. +. This should
be inserted into the G.B. positive socket.
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MANY amateurs are anxious to know
what difference a certain circuit
change will make, or wish to experi-

ment with different circuit combinations.
For such purposes they generally construct
a special receiver, or. if circumstances do
not permit, they modify -an existing broad-
cast receiver. The latter may be quite a
good practice in some, cases, but there is
always 'the- risk that: -in 'making- changes
the original high performance -of the receiver
may be modified. The newcomer to radio
may alsO find himself in the same' prediCa-
ment, 'and wish to have some type of
receiver- Which will lend itself to experi-
ment or to a kind of instructional arrange-
ment which will enable him more readily
to follow various circuit schemes. The
" Student's " Three has been designed -to
cover both of the above cases, and although
a perfectly straightforward battery three -
valve arrangement, it has been built on
slightly different lines from those usually
found in a normal broadcast receiver.
The theoretical circuit which is given below
shows that the valve sequence is H.F.,
detector and output, the detector being a
normal triode and the other two being
pentodes. Transformer coupling is em-
ployed between H.F. and detector, and
detector and output stages, and in all other
respects perfectly standard practice has been
followed.

Split Circuits
In order to enable the -receiver to be -used

for the experimental work above mentioned,
however, the following special arrange-
ments have been made. First, the
receiver has been built on the older base-
board lines, thus permitting, all components
and wiring to be fully accessible at all times
without the need of turning over the
receiver to obtain access to parts which
would in other cases be found under the
chassis 'or baseboard. Secondly, in place
of a ganged tuning condenser for the
two tuned circuits, separate condensers
have been incorporated. Thirdly, the
separate stages have been kept slightly
isolated so that they may, more readily be
identified, and finally, separate terminals

H.T.-I-
60-70 v

c)

Q0002 D

.0003 MFD

0005
M FD

THE
have been provided in the
detector stage so that 'phones
and- aerial and earth connec-
tions may be adopted on
the detector stage. The
uses of these- will be detailed
later. . It will thus be seen that the receiver
is an ideal design for beginners or experi-
menters and many hours of interesting work
may be carried out with a set of this type,
whilst it is always ready for standard
broadcast reception and may be 'built also
by those who need a standard receiver
yet who do not wish to experiment. It
might also be mentioned' at, this stage
that the receiver has been built with a strict
regard to economy and the use of all
standard parts which are readily obtain-
able.

Construction
Dealing first with construction, the entire

receiver is -built on a wooden baseboard
and panel, the former being either a plain
piece of -in. or lin. board or a plywood
panel, measuring .12in. by 9in., and the
panel -being of lin. material measuring
12in. by 8in. - There is very little weight
on the panel, therefore, -brackets have not
been used  for support, the panel being
attached by screws driven into the thick-
ness of the baseboard. The small terminal
socket strips are obtained with terminals
ready mounted and there is a small bracket
on the strip which enables it to be mounted
on the baseboard with la minimum of
trouble. All other components are mounted
by means of ordinary screws -and the only
drilling work required is five -gin. diameter
holes in the panel for the panel controls.
This should be the first part of the construb-
tional work, cutting and drilling the panel
and then staining or otherwise finishing it
according to your individual preference.
In the original model, the panel was stained
black on both sides and finished with
ordinary wax floor polish which gives a

W/CVHA°171GE
SWITCH

H.F.C.

15,000,a
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Constructional Details of
Designed for Instructio

semi -gloss or egg -shell finish and is quite
durable.

Next, place the various components on
the baseboard, locating their position from
the wiring diagram, which is drawn to -
scale. If desired, the baseboard may be
scored across lightly into three equal
divisions to indicate the separate circuit
sections. When all parts have been located
an awl or similar sharp -pointed tool should
be inserted into all the component fixing
holes to provide a start for the fixing screws,
and then the parts may be screwed down.
(Do not attach the panel Until the majority
of the wiring has been completed.) Make
certain that everything is properly and
securely fixed and then commence the
wiring... This may be carried out in any
desired- manner, the original model being
r64101. 1010 I 1.111.11.111.11.1.110 10 50110 0 I Ong ,1411,0,

LIST OF C

Two coils, type BP.80. (Varlet').

Two .0005 mfd. variable condensers, popular
log type, with two large control knobs (J.B.).

One differential reaction condenser, .0003 mkt.
(J.B.).

Three baseboard -mounting valveholders, two
4 -pin and one 5.pin (Bulgin).

One type H.F.8 H.F. choke (Bulgin).
One type H.F.9 ditto (Bulgin).
One 3 -point switch, type S.36 (Bulgin).
One 4 to 1 L.F. transformer (B.T.S.).
Five fixed condensers:

One .1 mfd. type 4603/S. TWO .0002 mfd.
type 4601/S. One 2 mfd. type 3016. One
.02 mfd. type 4601/S (Dubilier).

140110 1.1311. 0110 1411:16, AM. ;AIM,

L.5.,

0
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Theoretical circuit of the receiver-not indicating the separate terminal arrangement,
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TH
cttery -R.eceiver
Purposes

; wired with 22 tinned copper wire and
standard insulated sleeving slipped over
to provide a, neat "appearance. Any of the
proprietary screened connecting wires may,
of course, be used, provided that it is
remembered that the ends are properly
bared and cleaned where they are attached
to terminals. The resistors and fixed
condensers maybe attached direct by means
of their wired ends, but on the combined
volume control -on -off switch, soldering will
have to b,e resorted to.

If the receiver is to be built as a normal
broadcast set without the scope for
experiment the two centre terminal socket

I/ strips may he omitted and the wiring to
themaalso left out. Incidentally it will be
noted in the wiring diagram, upon corn -
paring this. with the panel seen in the

DNENTS
ee fixed resistances, watt type :

hine 10,000 ohms. One 15,000 ohms.
II.ne 2 megohms (Dubilier).
t .25 mei: volume control with 3 pt. switch,
pe VM.62 (Bulgin).
r terminal mounts and terminals, type P.30

ee valves : type Z.21 (4 -pin), HL.2 and

wooden baseboard, 12in. by 9in. One
nel 12in. by 8in. Wire for connection, Sex
r leads, screws, etc. (Peto-Scott).
pair 2,000 ohm headphones (Ericsson).

T.2 (Osram).

W.B. Stentorian Junior loudspeaker (W.B.).
2 -volt accumulator (Exide).
120 -volt H.T. battery (Drydex).
9 -volt G.B. battery (Drydex).

p.O.M.040.114111.0.M.O.M.,.M.114MWO.=4.MWO.M...0414=1.04Mi

illustration at the top of the page, that
the reaction condenser and wave -
change switch are not shown: The
latter illustration shows that these two

;I. components are situated immediately
below the -two tuning condensers, and
they have been omitted to avoid mak-
ing the wiring diagram difficult to
follow. Having_ completed the wiring,
the receiver is now ready for test, and
(this may be carried out - either in the
form of the complete three-valver, as a

(two-valver (H.F. and detector or detector -
or as a single valver. Connect the
G.I3. and H.T. batteries, and then

preferably test the receiver as a simple
,jagle-valver. Connect aerial and earth
to the second terminal strip and the phones
to the next strip. Switch on and pull out
the wavechange switch. As the rightehand
condenser is now rotated, towards the upper

.:'part of the scale, the Home Service
programmes should be heard. If oscillation
,is present, turn the lower centre knob in
an anti -clockwise direction until oscillation
ceases. ,This is a normal reaction control
and should be used to augment signal'
!strength and selectivity as required. The
uses of this will be explained more fully
Ilater. When signals have been heard.
and it is found that the reaction control

E A

On the right is the
receiver, three-
quarter front view,
showing the control

layout.

giv,es an ' increase in volume, proving that
the wiring of the detector stage is more.
or less in ord6r, the aerial and earth leads
may be transferred to the end pair of
sockets, thus converting the receiver into
an H.F. detector combination. As soon
as the, left-hand tuning control is rotated
so that it is in step with the other condenser
there should be a good increase in volume
of the station, except perhaps in cases
where' the local station is very close and
the H.F. stage may be overloaded. Other
stations may now be tuned -in by turning
both condenser controls together, keeping

the level of the
background. (rushing) noise. It may be
possible in some locations to connect a
loudspeaker in place of the phones and
obtain reasonable volume from this com-
bination, although some L.F. amplification
is generally desirable in order to obtain

A

.0002MFD

good loudspeaker results. I Therefore, the
next step is to add the Output stage, by
transferring the speaker to the end pair of
sockets and bridging the sockets from which
the speaker or phones have been removed.
Any ordinary piece of wire may be used
for this purpose. When the output stage
has been included, the right-hand control
also comes into action. This is a volume -
control, and regulates the signal passed
on to the output valve from the detector
stage. When turned La its maximum
position in an anti -clockwise direction
signals are at a minimum, and rotation in a

direction gradually increases
signal strength. The two controls- reaction
and volume, may be used together in
certain circumstances to provide varying
degrees of selectivity, but these arrange-
ments, and other facts concerning the
receiver, will be dealt with in later articles.

- L S. . +

TO REACTION
CONDENSER

Wiring diagram of the Student's Three
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M.E.S.
HOLDERS

for every

RADIO
NEED

The range of pilot
lamp holders is un-
equalled for quality
and efficiency.

A large variety of
different models is
actually stocked, and
any type of shell,
A, B, C, D or E can
be fixed to any
bracket. The selec-
tion below is repre-
sentative of our wide
range.

We also list- an
extensive range of
radio components,
chokes, switches,
plugs, etc., particu-
lars of which we shall
be glad to supply
upon application.

The " Student's
Three " in this issue
incorporates chokes
H.F.8 and H.F.9 and
volume control V.M.
62.

A SELECTION
M.E.S. Dual Live nc.

28 Bracket.
M.E.S. Springplunger

26 Contact.
M.E.S. Double Clip AD

33 Bracket. '"'"
M.E.S. Recessed Fix- A

9 ing Bracket
Live.

M.E.S. As No. 60,side 3D
62 ears pinched

over.
M.E.S. Live Fixing 3D

61 Bracket.
M.E.S. As 2:7, side 3D

42 ears pinched
over.

M.E.S. As 27 less side 3D
45 ears.

M.B.C. As No. 12,ears4D
14 pinched over.

M.B.C. Baseboard or der,
6 chassis fixing. /'

S.E.S. Baseboard or 4i;
81 chassis fixing. 9-

S.E.S. Baseboard or AD,
6 chassis fixing. -'rt

PLUS 10% WAR.
INCREASE

Advert. of A. F. BULGIN & Co. Ltd. ABBEY ROAD
BARKING. Tel. RIPpleway 3474

CAREERS IN RADIO
(Continued from page 83)

both personal and by post, cater for some
of the highest standards, and it is possible
to obtain many academic degrees even
through a correspondence course. Mathe-
matics is one of the main features and is
applied widely in radio design, whilst the
complete industry employs chemists, metal-
lurgists and physicists in addition to
electricians and the purely manual worker.

In addition there are, of course, the
draughtsmen who are engaged in preparing
the blueprints of receivers, cabinets and
other apparatus used in modern radio
equipment. '

Making Preparations
The obvious first difficulty of those who

are thinking of taking up one of these
trades is how to make a start. If your
education has only just finished and you
have included some of the subjects men-
tioned above you may be able to obtain a
post right away. On the other hand, you
may wish to brush up certain subjects, or
even to take up an entirely new subject,
and therefore one of the specialised training
colleges will prove of the greatest value.
From our library of books, a copy of which
will be found on this page, you will be able
to select volumes which will solve any
problems which you may have, and they
will enable many to take up radio for the
first time. The Encyclopaedia, for instance,
explains clearly all the terms met with in
modern radio apparatus, and is fully illus-
trated. The Service Manual explains clearly
the procedures adopted in servicing modern
apparatus, with especial reference to the
superhet, which is probably the widest
used receiver to -day, both in the Services
and in civil life.

Sound Engineers
A branch of the industry which has not

to -day been given the prominence it
deserves in this country is that generally
known as Sound Engineering. It embraces
mainly those engaged in public address
work, and although in the past much of
this work has been carried out by small
radio firms who have simply made do with
odd equipment which was handy, it is
actually a very specialised branch of the
radio trade. For instance, suppose a large
open-air meeting is to be held, and some

form 9f redistribution is needed to cover
the area over which it is likely that the
public will be spread. A radio technician
or sound engineer who has studied his
subject will be able to select speakers
suitable for covering the area in the most
effective manner with the minimum of
power; will be able to place them effec-
tively, and the result will be that everyone
will be able to hear clearly the words of the
speaker. Contrast this with the effects
seen at some meetings where unqualified men
have erected the equipment. Deep boomy
tones come from un,&uitable speakers and
it is almost, if not completely, impossible
to understand a word of what is being said.
The same thing applies inside a building.
Badly arranged speakers will result in
echoes or distortion which will prevent
good sound radiation, or feedback may
occur which will result in the amplifier
gain being reduced to such a level that
insufficient power will be fed to the speakers
and the sound will thus be inaudible in
many parts of the hall.

In America this work has been developed
in a very extensive field, owing, of course,
to the much wider scope offered in that
country, and special training centres are
available for sound engineers. The work
includes, of course, design and maintenance
of amplifiers and microphones and these
alone are a complete source of study for
the would-be technician. Also included
in the field would be recording, as many
public meetings or similar functions are
of such an importance that a record of
certain speeches or performances in the case
of entertainment are needed.' If not, the
engineer may desire to make a record with a
view to a subsequent sale to the performer
or speaker. This is a profitable business,
and many good radio dealers now include a
private recording studio on their premises.
The quality of a properly " home -recorded "
disc should be indistinguishable from that
of the commercial record, and it is possible
to use portable apparatus and still obtain
the same high degree of reproduction.
It will thus be seen that there is an ex-
tremely wide and varied field available for
those who are keen to take up some form
of radio as a career, and we shall be pleased
to answer any questions relative to 'the
matter which have not been covered in
this article or in our Gift Book which is
announced on another page.
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A COMPLETE LIBRARY OF STANDARD WORKS
By F. J. OA BA M. i

PRACTICAL WIRELESS ENCYCLOPAEDIA 7/6, by post 8/-. 1

EVERYMAN'S WIRELESS BOOK 5/-, by post 5/6.
ISIXTY TESTED WIRELESS CIRCUITS 3/6, by post 3/10.

COILS, CHOKES and TRANSFORMERS 3/6, by post 3/10.
PRACTICAL WIRELESS SERVICE MANUAL 6/-, by post 6/6.
WORKSHOP CALCULATIONS, TABLES & FORMULiE

3/6, by. post, 3/10.
NEWNES' SHORT-WAVE MANUAL 5/-, by post 5/4.
THE HOME MECHANIC ENCYCLOPAEDIA 3/6, by post 4/ -

WIRELESS TRANSMISSION FOR AMATEURS 3/6, by post 3/10. I

DICTIONARY OF METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS 5/-,
by post 5/4.

PRACTICAL MECHANICS HANDBOOK 6/-, by post 6/6.
AU obtainable from or through Newsagents or from Ceo. Newnes, Ltd., Tower House, Southampton St., Strand. W.C.2
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Looking Ahead
IT is somewhat refreshing to learn that

in spite of the difficult -situation now
existing in Europe because of the war, all
the original preparations for the World's
Fair to be held in Rome in 1942 are being
adhered to. As would be expected, not
the gast interesting section of the Fair
will be that devoted to radio in all its many
manifestations.

Bearing -in mind that Marconi was an
-Italian, it is quite fitting that Italy should
undertake this work, for a debt of gratitude
is owed by the whole world to this engineer
and scientist who made commercial wireless
possible and assisted so materially in the
develo-Pment of television. In this radio
section. a first class bistoriar assembly of
apparatus is being organised, and if circum-
stances permit it is hoped to include original
television and radio equipMent from' all
the important countries of the world. It
is not always realiSed how much work has
been done in Italy with the object of
providing a satisfactory television service,-

' and one of the leading manufactureis to
help 'in this connection is. Safar. The
Telepantoscope invented by Castellani is
used in the camera, and has been
described before in these columns, the

The Strand Magazine
WHEN M. Curie and his brother

announced in 1880 that they
Tad.discovered a curious thing about
crystals of quartz, theydid not imagine
that their observation would make tele-
vision possible, ,or protect us from ice-
bergs and submarines.

Readers of this page are likely to be
interested in an extremely able article
in the April issue of THE -STRAND
MAGAZINE on Discovery of In-
audible Sound." The amazing uses of
supersonic waves are described, and it is
rightly pointed out that althougli nobody
knows yet the limits of their usefulness,
they are already one of the. most impor-
tant safeguards to ,our _country.

This same issue of THE STRAND
also contains a particularly interesting
account of the training of the Naval
Diver. It's obtainable though all
Newsagents and Bookstalls.

principle of working for converting the
optical image into a.television signal differs
from the Iconoscope. As far as the ultra -
short -wave radio transmitter at Rome is
concerned, the vision signals are radiated
on a wavelength of 6.8 metres and the
sound' on 7.4 metres. Picture dissection
is one of 441 lines interlaced, while the
aerial power is rated at 5 kilowatts for full
white in the picture, the frequency charac-
teristic allowing for a maximum modulation
frequency of -3 megacycles without distor-
tion. ' In Milan, facilities are provided for
television demonstrations on closed circuit,
and here again ' the Telepantoscope is
employed in the television cameras., It is
as well to remember that with this device
the signal mosaic is built up in such a Way
that it possesses a luthinous inertia -of -the
same duration as the frame frequency:
It is claimed that in this way better sensi-
tivity issecured and less flicker. Focusing

is carried out electrostatically, but the line
and frame deflection circuits ,operate electro-
magnetically. The demonstration re'ceiver's
employed for public viewing of the studio
programmes enacted in the same building
incorporate 16in. cathode-ray tubes of a
relatively short length and having -a front
screen face of the latest flat type. Since
electromagnetic operation is employed the
controls of these sets are very simple and
compare favourably in performance with
British sets in use last year..
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Electron Multiplier Modulator
photo -electric cell, complete with

electron multiplier, has been employed
fora variety of purposea in modern indus-
trial science, and it is now suggested that
it, can function in such a way that full
modulation can be derived from it in a
television transmitter. Between the photo-
electric cathode and main anode are.inter-
posed the usual secondary emissive elec-
trodes, these being of open grid ,type.
Appropriate positive potentials are applied
to these via potentiometer, so that the
voltage increases in magnitude as the
electrodes become nearer to the anode.
BetWeen the final Multiplying electrode
and the anode a constant. voltage is applied
and a voltage of the same frequency as the
vision carrier wave is magnetically coupled
to this section of the circuit,

-DO NOT CONCENTRATE, ON WAR-
Do not concentrate your thoughts upon war subjects. You will find it very worrying

and very bad for the nerves.
. Read, write, sketch, paint, study your vocation ; anything that will ccupy your mindand your time. Make use of the long dark nights by concentrating upon something
useful. During the last war many people learned how to write short stories, etc, ; to -day
a number of them are world -famed authors.

By becoping efficient in your vocation you can give the best service to your country
and to yourself. The more you increase your earning power the better it is for the country
and for yourself personally.

War or no war, earning power always brings its possessor to the front. It is no use
waiting for better times. The ideal opportunity never arrives. We have to make the
best of existing conditions. Therefore, delay is useless ; it is worse, it is harmful.

DO ANY OF THESE SUNECTS INTEREST YOU?
Accountancy Exathinations Metallurgy

.Advertising and Sales Management Mining, all subjects
Agriculture Mining, Electrical Engineering
A.M.I.Pire E. Exams. Motor Engineering
Applied Mechanics Motor Trade
Army Certificates Municipal and County Engineers
Auctioneers and Estate Agents Naval Architecture
Aviation Engineering Novel Writing
Banking Pattern Making
Blue Prints Play Writing
Boilers Police, Special Course

Book-keeping, Accountancy and Modem Preceptors, College of
Business Methods Press Tool Work

B.SC. (Eng.) Pumps and Pumping Machinery
Builders' Quantities Radio Communication

Service EngineeringBuilding, Architecture and Clerk of Road Making and MaintenanceWorks
Salesmanship, is.rd.A.Cambridge Senior School Certificate SanitationCivil Engineering School Attendance Officer

Civil Service Secretarial Exams.
All Commercial Subjects Sheet Metal Work
Commercial Art Shipbuilding
Concrete and Structural Engineering Shorthand (Pitman's)
Draughtsmanship. All branches. Short Story Writing
,Engineering.. All branches subjects Speaking in Public

and examinations. Structural Engineering
General Education Surveying
G.P.0; Eng. Dept. Teachers of Handicrafts
Heating and Ventilation Telephony and Telegraphy
Industrial Chemistry Television
Institute of Housing Transport Inst. Exams.
Insurance Weights and Measures Inspector
Journalism Welding
Mathematics Wireless Telegraphy and Telephony
Matriculation Works Managers

If YOU do not see your own requirements above, write to its on any subject. Full particulars free.

STUDY AT HOME IN
YOUR SPARE TIME

EVERY DEPARTMENT IS A COM-
PLETE COLLEGE: EVERY STUDENT

IS A CLASS TO HIMSELF

JOURNALISM
Short Story, Novel and Play

Writing.
There is money and pleasure in Journalism

-

and in Story Writing. No apprenticeship, no
puPilage, no examinations, no outfit necessary.
Writing for newspapers, novels or pictures, is
not a gift ; it is a science that can be acquired
by diligent application and proper guidance.
It is the most fascinating way of making
pastime profitable. Trained ability only is
required; we do the training by post. Let us
tell you about it.
DEPARTMENT OF LITERATURE 104

IF YOU ATTEND TO THIS NOW IT MAY MAKE
A WONDERFUL DIFFERENCE TO YOUR FUTURE

COUPON -CUT THIS
OUT

11=1 =MN 41 MIN MIK MN

TO DEPT. 104, THE BENNETT
COLLEGE LTD., SHEFFIELD.

Please send me (free of charge)
Particulars of (Cross out line which
Your private advice about J does not apply)

PLEASE WRITE IN BLOCK LETTERS

Name

Address
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DUO NICORE

TUNING COILS
have been selected for

THE "-STUDENT'S" THREE
for their consistent efficiency, made
possible by the employment of a

high frequency iron core.

The coils are supplied on bakelite
bases, fitted with terminals, thus
simplifying the wiring of the, receiver.

BP80 AERIAL COIL Price 6!.:1'121e
VARLEY (PROP. OLIVER PELL CONTROL. LTD.)

CAMBRIDGE ROW, WOOLWICH, S.E.18.

Indispensable to the
Modern Handyman

THE

HOME MECHANIC
ENCYCLOPEDIA

By F. J. CAMM

An up-to-date and comprehensive guide
to the Mechanical, Scientific and Tech-
nical Interests of the day-with expert
articles on Aircraft, Television, Models,
Astronomy, Electricity, Photography,
Chemistry, Woodwork, Motor Cars,
Wireless and Home Cinema.

Over 600 Illustrations.

3/6 NET

From all booksellers, or by post from the
publisher, George Newnes, Ltd. (Book
Dept.), Tower House, Southampton Street,
Strand, London, W.C.2.

in question is a new addition to their range
of products, the makers are by no means
new to the market as they have been pro-
ducing similar equipment for the last
twenty-five years.

The unit, as the illustration shows, is neat
in appearance, sturdy in construction
and, owing to the perforated metal con-
tainer, provides adequate cooling facilities
for the mains transformer and metal
rectifier. The output is designed for 6 -volt
and 12 -volt cells, the change -over being
made by plugs and sockets. The mains trans-
former is substantially designed, and will
deliver an output far in excess of that
needed in the unit so that there is little risk
of damage due to an accidental overload.
The latest type of non -valve rectifier is
incorporated and will supply a generous
1 -amp on load. The price of the unit is
35s., and it is guaranteed
for 12 months. The overall
dimensions are 9ins. by 4ins.
by 4ins.

New Osram Valves
Although not strictly

valves in the accepted sense,
the Tuneray Indicators
recently introduced by the
G.E.C. may be classed in
the valve group. These are
similar to existing models
but have small tubular bulbs
to facilitate mounting in
radio receivers and obviate
the necessity of using a
rigidly held valveholder.
Comparisons in size may be
made by reference to the
dimensioned diagrams on
right. The type numbers are
Y61 and Y62, and they may
be used to replace the Y63 and.
Y64 types in all sets already
using the latter. The prices
of these two indicators are
Ss. 6d. each. In addition
the G.E.C. announce that

PRACTICAL WIRELESS
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An Efficient L.T. Charger
IT would appear that during the last six

months, the demand for reliable low-
tension chargers has shown a marked

increase, and this is, no doubt, due to the
more extensive use of low-tension emergency
lighting systems and the necessity of keeping
car accumulators in 'a fully charged con-
dition. The demand has introduced several
new types and this week we have received
for test purposes a newly introduced
model from Messrs. T. W. Thopipson,
of 176, Greenwich High Road, Greenwich,
S.E.10. In all fairness to the makers, it
should be noted thtt although the model

AD
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NEWS
they are replacing the Mercury Rectifier
Type GU5, with a valve of a new design
to be known as the GU50.

The Osram GU50 has characteristics
identical to its predecessor, and can be
employed in all apparatus for which the
GU5 has been specified. As a result of
considerable research, it incorporates many
modifications in design however, which
will improve :the reliability factor under
maximum conditions of operation.

This new valve can be recommended with
confidence as a reliable rectifier where an
output up to 250 milliaanps per valve (with
delayed switching) is required. It is rated

up to 1,500 volts R.M.S.,
and priced at 25s.

Osram VMP4G Replaces
VMP4
The G.E.C. also states

that valve type VMP4, the
4 -volt indirectly - heated
variable -mu H.F. Pentcde,
is now obsolete. To meet
the requirements of servicing
for receivers in which this
valve was used, the more
recent VMP4G will now be
supplied fitted either with a

The new Thompson 5 -pin or 7 -pin base as required.
A.C. charger. It has been proved in

tests that the VMP4G -will
replace the VMP4 with perfectly satis-
factory results, and the removal of the
,VMP4 from the market has, therefore, been
deemed quite justifiable.

384

19- 29.3 -91

30.0

OLD

,awcsr, cos asas, ,611s, .601-1 ,mmr.,14111111.1

Owing to pressure on
space, several regular
features have been held

22.0

93.0

108.0

over.

NEW

97.0 MIN.
103.0 MAX.

82.0 MIN.
66.0 MAX.

Dimensioned drawings for comparison purposes, of the old and
new Osram Tuneray indicators.
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HIGH -FREQUENCY COUPLINGS
(Continued from page 88)

resistance is indicated in Fig. 3 by broken
lines. There is one other slight dis-
advantage of the tuned -anode circuit, even
when it is arranged as shown in Fig. 3,

, which is that the full voltage of the H.T.
Supply is applied between its 'terminals,
so that if the vanes were to touch a short-
circuit would result. Provided that a good -
class condenser is used, however, this can
be ignored.

H.F.-Transformer Coupling
The third form of inter -valve coupling

E

Fig. 4.-H.F.

REACTION WINDING

5E6

LF

DET

is that shown in Fig. 4, and this is in reality
a combination of the other two arrange-
ments. The coupling provided is by means
of an H.F. - transformer, - the secondary
winding of which is tuned, the primary
being aperiodic, and it is identical in
principle With a standard aerial tuner. In
the present instance it is not possible to use
a three-point wave -change switch, and two
separate oh -off switches or a four -point
switch must be used instead, unless a by-
-pass condenser is used in the same manner
as in the tuned -anode circuit described
above. The tuned -transformer method of
coupling combines the advantages of both
of the systems previously considered,.
besides which, theoretically, it provides a
certain amount of voltage step-up, due to
the secondary winding having a greater
number of turns than the primary. This
additional amplification is not always
realised in practice but the method of
coupling is extremely good when a well-
designed- coil is employed. But if a poor
coil is employed it is usual to find that the
receiver is very inefficient at various Wave-
length, settings, or that reaction control is
very unsteady."

As far as the single -valve, high -frequency
amplifier which -we are considering is Con-
cerned, it does not matter very much
which of the three types of coupling is used,
provided that the disadvantages and special
.points dealt with are borne in mind. On
the other hand, when we Come to consider

TUNING position rather different, and it is best
COND. for the amateur to avoid using a pair of

tuned -anode circuits, because it is then
usually rather difficult entirely to avoid

H -F" self -oscillation, due to the fact that the
transformer coupling is shown here. circuits are too efficient.

7"". *..---",*(5-°°5 /a receiver having two ' H.F. stages, the'0003
j" MFD

/I REACT
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SCHOOL BROADCASTING IN WAR -TIME

IBroadcasts for the Summer Term, 1940,N
presenting the programme of School

the Central and Scottish Councils for
school Broadcasting hope that the various
series will he found of special value in the
difficult conditions which have been imposed
on schools by the war.

Broadcasts have il..;en modified where
necessary both in their content and their
presentation to suit war -time conditions.
For instance, there is now only one Home
Service programme for the whole of Great
Britain, and certain series of particular
interest to Scotland and Wales have had to
be abandoned, but the 'essential quality
and purpose of School Broadcasting remain
-to provide something which the teacher
himself cannot give, and to supplement the
work of the school on the imaginative side.
In addition, for many children living in
strange surroundings away from their
parents, it has provided a re9ssuring link
with the outside world.  It may not be
out of place to quote the following statement
on the contribution of School Broadcasting
which appe,ars in the English Programme of
Broadcasts to Schools 1939-40, and which
remains trne to -day in war -time as it was
in peace time :

School Broadcasting should not be
viewed in isolation. On the one hand
it is a section of general broadcasting ;
on the other it is one of the elements -

in modern education. Education is
passing through a stage of rapid develop-
ment; the boundarieS of the school are
receding and, as they recede, the
responsibilities . of the teacher increase.
It is the avowed object of the educator
to -day to prepare children for life, both
in work and play ; in fact, the school is

or should be part of life. The teacher
has no longer to be content to instruct
his pupils in classroom subjects ; he is
all the time seeking ways in which he can
link up classroom teaching with life
outside the school. Broadcasting is an
important outside influence on the
development of the child. The teacher
who brings it into the school is drawing
into his service something which is part
of the normal experience of home life
to -day. Moreover, apart from what the
child learns from the broadcasts, he has
his first experience of listening under
guidance. He is likely to spend many
hours of his adolescent and adult life
listening to the radio. The teacher has
a chance of doing 'something to
train his powers of selection and con,-
centration.
During the first term of war -time School

Broadcasting, the B.B.C. Central Council
were trying to interpret the needs of an
audience which as to perhaps 75 per cent.
of its total number was listening under
abnormal conditions, and the, B.B.C.
Schools Department, evacuated to a
country house and working under equally
abnormal conditions, executed the Council's
commission with indomitable efficiency.

-Gradually normality returned on both
sides, By the end of the autumn term
fewer schools were working in shifts or in
strange buildings and more Heads of
schools were in a position to find out what
the Council were doing and to tell them"
what would help them. At the same time
-the difficulties of production became less
and the new technique of presentation
_(the children lacking illustrated pamphlets
to refer to) more assured.

ELECTRADIX---
SIGNAL GEAR

Morse Keys, Practice Sets, Buzzers, etc.
L.R. SOLO PHONES. The extra
receiver you want on your phone
line. For use with buzzer -worse.
A circuit tester With a pocket
cell. Single Earpiece, 40 ohms.
metal hook loop, with cord. 1/3.
Ditto, D.3 60 ohms, with cord,
1/6. W.E. 1,004 Ohms, with cord,
c20../,,,d, 2210 ohms Earpiece, with
L.R.DOIJIILE REA DPHONES.
Pilot Signallers 120 ohm. Phones."4 All leather headbands with slide
adjustment chin strap and 4ft,

cord. Comfortable 3/6.- Sullivan 120 ohms. alutillnium
headbands. 3/9, cords 1/8 extra.
H.P. BATTERY SUPER-
SEDERS. 85 v. at 6 m/a
for H.T. from your 2 -volt
battery, no II.T. batteries.
Tin. x 41in. x ain. Bakelite /
finish. Vibrator and Metal
Rectifier, by S. G. Brown. -..-
Sale 3718. Full guarantee. E:5
Type S. for larger sets. Can

be supplied for either 2 -Volt. 4 -volt, or 6 -volt 1 attery.
Model 10, output D.C. 12e volt. 10 m'a, 2 taps. WY-. Model
20, output D.C. 135 volt, 20 ma. 3 taps. 70.-. VIBRATORS.
6/12 volt car type, 4 amp., 10. -
A.R.P. PETROL ELECTRIC GENER ATiNG srfs

FOR LIGHTING .AN)
CHARGING FOR £16 ONLY.
A tt. single cyl.. 2 -stroke,
water- ooled. self -oiling Stuart
Turne engine ; mag, ign.
coupled to 50,70 volts, 10 amps.
shunt t dynamo, 1,000 r.p.m.,

Edelivery.Ho

ncrease in price. these
are 110 sets ready for immediate

FOR £12. A 150 -watt engine
and dynamo on similar lines but coupled to 25130 volts.
6 amps. dynamo.
A.C. MAINS CHARGERS.LESHIX TUNGAR
CHARGERS. Two models of
these famous sets. One for 70
volts 6 amps. with meters and
oontrols, etc., will handle .100
cells a day. 0/17/6. Another fine
Tungar for two 5 amps. circuits
with meters and variable volt
controls, 70 volts, 10 amps., for
200 cells, bargain, £12/15.
A.C./D.C. DAVENSET. Type G.C. House, Garage Wall
Type Charger. 3 circuits, output D.C. 25 volts 6 amps.
Trans. tapped for 15 volt 20 volt. 25 volt. Two indepen-
dent circuits, max. cell capacity 40 radio cells, 88
PHILLIPS Model 1087 with valve for 24 volts 10 amps.
Steel case, £710.
DAVENSET A.S.C.4. 4 circuit charger for op to 80 cells.
List Price £32. Four sets of Auto -charge regulators
and indications on panel with switch volt control.
Four circuits of lamp., 1 amp., 2 amps., and 2 amps. or
three of 1 amp. 2 amps. and 2 amps., or one of 50 volts
6 amps. Fine steel clad sot complete in details that will
quickly earn its cost, 214:10.
D.C. CHARGLNG OFF D.C. MAINS. £14. Davenset
DC2 steel -cased 330/250 volt charger, largo meters. wheel
controls. 2 circuits. 1 amp. and 3 amps., as new. Sale
price £5:10. Charging resistances, all sizes in stock.
State load required.
230/230 volts. MAINS CONVERSION UNITS. For
operating D.C. from A.C. mains screened and filtered.

watts output. g2/105.
TELESCOPES. Navy Telescopes, small gun type, 25'-.
MAGNETIC 1 lin. COMPASS with Plain Scale. Bevelglass, brass body, 9d.
MOVING COIL MIKES. Torpedo P.M. moving -coil
mike, modet T.M.. needs no battery, directional correct

-.Table stand,718. Transf., 7/6. Epoch type ditto, a robust
42/6. Transformer, 7/6.

frequency response, ideal for P.A. and recording, 55
and handsome P.M. WC. mike, 35.8 : with table stand,

MIKE FLOOR STANDS. 26in . 12:6 win.. 15 : 481n.,
18/6. POWER ALTEBNampOs.ItS10,vfloitsF.:1508,1cor 1Desi 204

/AN double, type W. 500 cycles,   1 100 volts, :3 amps. and 70volts, 3 amps. D.C.. £510.
RADIO ROTARY CON-
VERTERS. For A.C. Re-ceivers on D.C. mains to
230 v. A.C. output. In silence
cabinet, with filter. All sizes
in stock from 15 watts up-
wards, 30..50. 100. 2000, 400 and

800 watts ; 1 kw.. 11kw., etc. Also battery
operated 50 -watt size
in 12 volts and 50 volts
input. T.V.T. Sets 0
volts to A.C., 251--
MEGGERS. 100 volts,200 volts. 500 volts, and 1,000 volts from g6110s.

RELAYS. Ultra sensitive moving coil
Relay, 1,000 ohms, coil closes circuit on50 micro amps., 60/, 2,000 ohms. 5 tn.a.
lightweight magnetic Relay, 10,8.
5/- EMERGENCY PAR-
CELS of useful stand-by

Post Free.material and apparatus, 10 lbs. for 51,
electrical and radio repair c,

Send for 1940 Bargains List " N,"

ELECTRADIX RADIOS
218 Upper Thames Street, London, E.C.4.

Telephone: Central 4611.
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Commercial
Coil Connections

Details Terminal Indications for Certain
Popular Coils

WE are continually receiving inquiries
from readers for details of connec-
tions of coils which are not now in

normal circulation, and as we have re-
peatedly pointed out it is not advisable to'
try out modern circuits with old parts. We
have given certain details previously, but as
all issues are out of print we are reprinting
this data. It must be pointed out that
coil connections have never been standard-
ised, as have certain, other components,
and thus the fact .that a certain coil may
have six terminals does not mean anything.
Even the numbering of these terminals
bears no indicatiOn to its type or the method
of using it, and thus we may find that one
coil will have terminal number 1 joined to
the grid, whilst another will have terminal 6
taken to the same point.

All -wave Coils
In 1933 the Lissen Four -range coil and

the British Generate All -wave Tuner were in
common use, and these are very popular
with home constructors. The circuit of the
Lissen coil is given in Fig. 1, and it will be
seen that in this component the various.
sections are short-circuited by means of the
self-contained wave -change switch as the
ranges arc lowered. The four bands
covered are from 12 to 38, from 22 to 90.
from 190 to 555, and from 800 to 2.000

fv

Fig. 1.-Circuit of the Lissen 4 -range tuner:

metres, and the coil may be used in a simple
detector stage or as an H.F. coupling coil-
in this case taking the preceding anode to
the coupling condenser in place of the series
aerial condenser. The efficiency of this
coil will not be found so high as modern all -
wave coils, and it is, of course, of much
larger dimensions.

The British General Tuner is of a different
type, having a transfer aerial tapping for
each range, and incorporating the circuit
shown in Fig, 2. In this case the ranges are
14.5 to 40, 32 to 90, 200 to 550, and 900 to
2,000 metres, and for this, as well as the

Lissen coil already mentioned, a standard
.0005 mfd. tuning condenser should be used.
It must be pointed out that several different
types of British General Tuner were pro-
duced and the reference -letters given in
Fig. 2 may not apply to all of them. The
coil illustrated was used in our All -wave
Unipen receiver described in 1933.

Telsen Variable. Selectivity Coil
Another very popular .coil of its time, and

one which is still in common use, is the

 0003
M FO

-4E-

0005
MVO

Fig. 2.-This is the original British general tuner.

Telsen. component 'which had a small self-
contained condenser mounted on top of it
for aerial tuning purposes. It was known
as a variable selectivity coil, and the circuit
and connection numbers are shown in
Fig. 3. In some cases it may be found
desirable with this particular coil to include
a fixed condenser having a maximum
capacity of .0003 mfd. across points 4 and
6 to prevent medium -wave breakthrough.
With this coil a separate wave -change
switch has to be employed, and this should
be of the three-point type.

Another Telsen coil about which we still
receive requests is the Type 349-one of
the first miniature screened iron -core coils
to be produced. This has six terminals
only, and they are wired, as shown in
Fig. 4. With this, as with most other coils
described, it is possible to employ a simple

A NEW HANDBOOK

NEWNES
SHORT-WAVE

MANUAL
5/- or 514 by post from the

Publishers,

- GEORGE NEWNES, LTD.,
Tower House, Southampton Street,

Strand, London, W.C.2,

April 13th, 19 40

0003
M1-0.

Fig. 3.-The popular Telsen variable selectivity
coil.

detector stage or to use them in an H.F.
stage as H.F. coupling compdhents. In
each case the anode takes the place of the
aerial lead.

Band-pass Coils
An early; Lewcos coil of interest was the

unscreened bandpass filter, built up round
two small formers mounted on a base in a
" V " formation. This coil also 'cont,ained
a switch in the base, and the terminals,
instead of being numbered, bear reference -

letters. These are shown in the circuit in
Fig. 5, and it will be seen that a coupling
condenser has to be employed. This
should be of the non -inductive type having
a maximum capacity of .02 mfd., and if
possible a mica- condenser should be
employed. In this particular coil unit the
series aerial condenser is included in the
coil mount and thus, when used as an inter-

valve coil, the anode would be joined to
terminal A direct. This coil is not ideal fOr
modern conditions owing to the fact that the _

wave -range on the medium band is from
235 to 550 metres, and thus it is not possible
to tune down to a large number of popular
stations. Turns can be stripped from the
former, but some difficulty may _be experi-
enced in balancing. the two windings, and if
this is done then a separate panel -trimmer
should be connected across one of the
condensers to enable the two circuits to be
balanced for distant station work.

Lissen Type LN5101
A screened coil in the Lissen range which

is still popular is type LN5101,' but it
must be remembered that this firm has
produced dozens of screened coils and unless
the type number is given . on the coil -

Fig. 4.-This is the Telsen typ,: 349 coil.
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COMMERCIAL COIL CONNECTIONS

screening can these reference numbers
cannot be followed. The circuit is shown
in Fig. 6, and the wave -range covered is
from 200 to -550 and from 800 to 2,100
metres. It will be noticed in the circuit
that the reaction condenser is shown
jointed betIveen the anode and the terminal
5, or between terminal 6 and earth, and this
enables a metal panel or an insulated panel
to be used at will. The latter connection is
preferable as it puts the reaction condenser

A

R

Fig. 5.-The Lewcos bandpass coil.

moving vanes direct at earth potential
and this avoids tuning difficulties when
critical reaction adjustments are being
made. If a metal panel is employed and
the condenser is joined between the anode
and. /the reaction winding, in any type of
coil, the condenser must be insulated from
the panel (if this is earthed in the usual way).
otherwise the reaction coil is short-circuited.

Fig. 6.-Lissen type
LN510I coil.
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PRACTICAL MOTORIST
IThe owner -driver's journal which tells you how to jj repair, overhaul, and obtain the best perform- S
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14d.- very Friday.

i PRACTICAL MECHANICS I
1 The only English journal of its type. It deals '- with every branch of Science, Mechanics

T I Invention, Model -Making, Chemistry, Astron- 1
i)

omy, Photography, Television. .

I

7d.-Every Month. i
THE CYCLIST i
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Wireless enthusiasts everywhere are becoming increasingly aware of the extra comfort
and convenience that Extension Speakers provide. More and mork homes are being
adapted to "Extension Speaker listening." Why be tied to one-rbom radio ! Your
dealer will be pleased to demonstrate Stentorians which combine an economy of price
with a quality of reproduction that you will readily appreciate. Chassis models
from 19/3. Cabinet models from 21/6. Leaflets sent on application.

len.toilatt
THE PERFECT EXTRA SPEAKER FOR ANY SET
WHITELEY ELECTRICAL RADIO COMPANY LTD. MANSFIELD, NOTTS.

-New TROPHY 8-
At least four stations for every one
received on the usual all -wave set
The war did not stop TROPHY production. At home
and overseas the demand for TROPHYs increases. Andnow a new 8-valver with bandspread tuning and more
refinements, ensuring reliable reception of the World'snews and entertainments. A communication type A.C.
receiver with a continuous wave -range of If) to 550 metres.
unbeatable in performance and value. You are urgedto order now to save. £14:19:6Terms available.
SPEAKER. Matched P.M. cabinet speaker, 46/3 extra.

2 -STAGE RF AMPLIFIER
This new unit with a wave -range of 7-550 metres is
recommended for use with any receiver. Gives
increased range, selectivity, sensitivity and volume.
Bandspread tuning. Easily connected to any set
(battery or mains) where A.C. 200/250 v. -supply is Installed at RADIO ROYAL

Terms available. £7:8:6 eumPe 'sListening
Lugest

Post
Pressavailable. Fully guaranteed.

PETO SCOTT Co.
77 (Pr.20)ft Citye:(letrtkoear,,d,1,,If,00n, E.C.15ise

Ltd'V 41, High Holborn, W.C.I. Tel.: Hol. 3248

Please send now for new TROPHY folder and 1940 Radio List-FREE:

The CLIX range of
Radio plugs is com-
prehensive to the
last degree and
covers every con-
ceivable purpose.

British Mechanical Productions Ltd.,
1, Church Road, Leatherhead, Surrey

26
PAGES

iniimisommur
This unique Handbook

shows the easy way to
secure A M.I.C.E.,

A.M.I.E.E.,
A.M.I.A.E., A.M.I.W.T.,

A.M.I.E.E. and similar qualifico.
tides. WE-, GLIARANTEE-" NO PASS-NOFEE." Details are given of over 150 Diplom.,Courses In all branches of Civil, Mech., Elec.,
Motor, Aero, Radio and. Television En-
gineering, Building, Government Employ-ment, etc. Write for this enlightening Handbook

to -day FREE and post free.
British Institute of Engineering Technology,
909, Shakespeare House, 17, 18, 19, Stratford Pl W.1
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How Old are Your Valves ?
QQUERIES

regularly received from.
readers very forcibly bring home

" the fact that many listeners fail to
realise that the valve is not a permanent
part of a radio receiver, and that, apart
from the fact that it gradually deteriorates,
accidents in Connecting up or testing a
receiver may very seriously impair the
efficiency and shorten the life of a valve.
The queries in question are :

I. " My output- pentode glows with a
blue incandescence vhich. varies with the
music.. j. ."

2. " 1 switched on but no signals or hum
came from the loudspeaker. After a. few
minutes I raised the lid of the cabinet and
was surprised to see that the pentode was
red-hot.. . ."

The solution to the first query is generally
the fact that the receiver is being operated
without H.T. for a considerable period of
the testing -tithe whilst the set is being
installed, and -the result is that the output
i'alve has become " soft." In the second
case it eventually transpired in One instance
that no loudspeaker was connected to the
set, -and thus'there was no load for the
output valve (a mains pentode). Conse-
quently, owing to the considerable wattage
dissipation from the screen which resulted,
the entire electrode assembly had become
red-hot and the life of the valve was not
only considerably reduced, but less than
half the normal output was obtainable
when the receiver was subsequently correctly
connected up.

A Story and a Moral
Most valve manufacturers give a guarantee

of a definite life to a valve, and this means
that when used -under correct operating
conditions it should provide for that period,
the anode current, wattage dissipation,
and other characteristics which the makers
state for that particular valve. The care
which is taken at the factory, not only in
assembly but in testing, prevents all but a
very few defective valves from finding their
way into the hands of the listener. Now
and again, unfortimately; a peculiar defect
does enable a valve to pass its factOrytests
in spite of some fault, and after only a short
period of use it breaks down. In such
cases, however, the valve makers will
exchange the valve and will examine the
faulty one in order to. take precautions
against a similar defect again arising.

Therefore, the listener may be reasonably
certain that when the valve is plugged into
his receiver it will give good service for a

! definite period of time. Owing to the
method by which- a valve functions, how-
ever, there is a gradual deterioration, or
falling -off in performance. This is so slight,

1 that it is not noticeable and after, say, six
months' use the receiver appears to give

I exactly the same performance as when
i, first installed. The same remarks apply at
the end of the year's use, but by that time,

.' if a set of brand-new valves of exactly
similar characteristics is used in place of the
old ones, a remarkable improvement in
performance will be noticed. We do hear
of cases where a constructor proudly boasts
that he has had the same set of valves for

: three years, " and they are still as good as
when I first bought them." Unfortunately,
thisi cannot be true, as the valve is what
might be called a " perishable " article, that
is to say, from the moment the filament or
cathode is heated something is being used,

i and this is not put backin any way, so that
in time they must become "worn-out."

The moral of this is to replace your va Eves
after .the period of life given by the makers,
and you will be richly rewarded. not only
in improved quality,. but also in greater
" reach " or, in other words, MI proved
reception from all stations.

Points to Guard Against
The useful period of life above referred

to may be very considerably shortened if
the valve has become damaged due to
wrong connection, mechanical shock, etc.
Some of the points, although at first
sight. do not appear to 'have any effect on
the life of a valve but which. may prove
of great importance, are now given.

In a battery receiver it is essential that
the H.T. be applied whilst the filament is
alight. When trying out a new circuit,
therefore, make 'quite certain that the anode
circuits are complete if the L.T. is switched
on. Although running the filaments alone
for a few minutes only may not make much
difference, if allowed to glow for a long time
the valve may become soft. This is because
when the normal anode current is flowing
there is a kind of " cleaning- up " effect
which acts on the residual gases in the
valve envelope, and without this useful
effect -the degree of vacuum is modified,
with the. result that softening takes place,
and in the outputt valve in particular it is
denoted by the blue glow referred to in the
opening paragraphs.

In a mains receiver it is not usually
possible to run one supply without the
other, but in the event of a broken H.T.
supply circuit the same remarks apply.

When first installing
when carrying out experiments, take
particular care to plug the valves into the
correct holder. At first it may not appear
to be a 'very serious matter if the wrong
holder is employed, but a moment's thought
will show that in some eases serious damage
can be -done. Take, for instance, the ease
of- an A.C. receiver employing a directly.
heated pentode. If an ordinary triode is
plugged into this holder there will be a
positive voltage of about 150 to 200
applied to -the cathode (the centre pin) with
disastrous results.

Another little-known point relates to
overloading a modern high -slope valve. In
the case of an output pentode of this type
the application of a very large signal will
cause considerable transient anode -voltage
surges, and if an inductive anode load is
being employed these may rise to as much
as five times the steady anode feed voltage.
This may cause what is known as a. " flash-
over" inside the actual valve, breaking
down insulation, impairing the vacuum,
and in an extreme case actually causing the

--glass envelope to fracture.
Other pointS, such as incorrect voltages

caused by Wrong connection or broken-
down resistances and condensers, will, of
,course, occur to the average constructor,
and it should be unnecessary to point out
that short-circuits, either accidental or
intentional, can result in irreparable damage,
both to valves and other components.

EVERYMAN'S WIRELESS
BOOK

By -F. J. CAMM
NEW EDITION.

5/- or Ws by post from Geo. Newnes, Ltd,
(Book Dept.), Tower House, Southampton Street,

Strand, London, W.C.2.

There's
MONEY FOR YOU

in Radio
We can train you for a well -paid position.

Without interfering with your present occupa-
tion. you can study at home in x our spare lime
and become a qualified Radio Engineer.

Radio Electricians, 1\lechanics, Service
Engineers, Inspectors, instructors and Tech-
nicians are urgently nectied by Radio Firms
and the Government, mid the demand for
such men will continue and increase,

There arc also excellent opportunities liar
sp.ne-titne money making.

Our Home -Study Courses arc praised arid
recommended by leading Radio Authoriiics.
Hundreds in -students of all ages who Sic now
in +ell -paid positions owe their socccss to our
training. Many of them knew nothing .,Lour
radio before they joined our College.

LOOK TO YOUR FUTURE. Evert if
you are satisfied with your present 'position,
3 ou cannot be sure of your future. Safeguard
yourself against misfortune by becoming a
trained man,

if you are liable for Military Service or
.

wish to tom the R.A.i... seno I, r details d'
our new Radii', NieCilanie'S SU perhel Course
(write M.S. in top corner of coo 7:on).

POS I COUPON NON% and learn him 30ii
can get tel pay or profitable ir are. t

T. & C. RADIO COLLEGE
FAIRFAX HOUSE (P.A.),

HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.I

(Past to unsealed envelope, 3d. rt.inm.)
I Please send me free details of your it mc-S

Radio Courses.

NAME

I ADDRESS .......
...
P.A.

The R.A.F. still want
RADIO MECHANICS!
"Applicants should have a knowledge of the under-

lying principles - of superheterodyne circuits,"
SUNDAY TLSIES.

This vital and topical knowledge is available in
one concise volume-a book which, says " Practical
Wireless." " gives all the information necessary
for a complete understanding of the superheterodyne
receiver "-a book which makes every detail of the
subject clear-a book which is essential to every radio
mechanic-

The

SUPERHETERODYNE
RECEIVER by ALFRED T. %I 1111 te

net.
We also publish

SHORT - WAVE RADIO
By .1. 11. REINER it 6 net.

A comprehensive survey of the available data con.
cerning short waves and of the practiral methods
of their use in radio and television transmission.
it Is profusely illustrated and an invaluable
companion to the author's standard work :

MODERN RADIO
COMMUNICATION

VOLUME I ltd feet.
Sixth Edition

" Takes ifs- place among the niost Important of
elcnientaru textbooks for serious students of radio
communication." WIRELESS WORLD.

" This standard work Is commended to ail students
of engineering seeking tip -to -date and con-
preherisice review of the subject." JOURXAL OA
7 LIE fl',V/OR INSTITUTE OF E.Vr;; `.'BENS.
I' (MC II 7,0 net.

Third Edflian
" Can be well recommended as a lc 4( hook for the

student, and a useful referenco l I fur the radio
enatneer," INSTITis'TE OF EI,EcTISti  .1 L ENOINEERS
STUDENTS QUARTEPLY Jul 'UN L.

is a thoroughly gOO(t 11001C for the Job in view
and it should maintain it, well deserved papillae -1111.4

T. S. It. BULLETIN,

PITMAN. Parker SI. ICiagcway. IVC2
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Open to Dilcuilliatz
The Editor does not necessarily agree with the opinions expressed by his
correspondents. AU letters must be accompanied by the name and address

of the sender (not necessarily for publication).

Steps to Quality -1
SIR, --Several points seem to require

explanation in the article on a, new
receiver by Mr. Hunt in your issue of
March 16th. The third valve is stated to
have an 'anode voltage of 120. As the
cathode is about 35 volts above earth there
is an effective anode voltage between anode
and cathode of '85. As the grid of this
valve is 25 volts positive to earth, the
cathode being -35 volts positive, there is a
grid -bias of 10 volts negative. But the
makeri' curve for the 1VIIIL4, the valve
specified, show the anode current, with
85 volts H.T., as dropping to nil at about

-6 volts grid -bias. How will there then be
appreciable anode ,current with. 10 volts
bias .?

Allowing for normallosses, the peak audio -
frequency volts required to load fully the
-output valve, necessary on the grid of the
third valve,' will belw-o or less. This.being
so, it is difficult to see any nAcessity for
-10 volts -grid-bias. Also, - as the output
valve is evidently to work normally, and
novas part of a Class B or Q.P.P. arrange-

,- went, why should the regeipt of a signal
current ?-A. 0.

GRIFFITHS (Hope).

'Steps to Quality -2
SIR,-I have built up the amplifier

described in your 'March 16th issue by
Mr. N. A. B. Hunt,- exactly in accordance
with the circuit there specified, and feel
sure your readers will -like to know how
pleased I am with the results, both on radio
and on records.

As a seeker after quality reproduction, I
have tried every other form of quality
circuit and can state that this latest form
of direct -coupled amplifier is easily the best.
The most striking feature, in my opinion,
is the response to the upper audio -fre-
quencies while retaining the smoothness
'and beauty of the original performance.
The speaker I am using reproduces fre-
quencies up to 15;000 cycles, so, that there
is no question as to the frequency -range I
am getting. Bass notes are also exactly in
proportion, and transients are simply
amazing.

As regards the detector stage, I am using
a Tungsram D.418 diode in place of the
crystal and valve arrangement mentioned
in the article, and can confidently recom-
mend this to, anyone who contemplates
making -up the amplifier, as it will take a
smaller input than the -usual type of
diode.-J. CLARKE (Worcester).

Amateur Co-operation

SIB,-Other
readers may be interested in

my 9 me/s log of stations recently
received on an 0-v-2, home -built, with an
antenna 44ft, long and 17ft. high, running
W. to E.:

TAP, PCJ, .CSW7 (Lisbon), ITT, EAQ,
CR 7BE (Lourenco Marques), VLQ, VED2,.-
,KZEI-1 (Manila), JZL (Tokio), OFD (Lahti),

HAT4, TPB11, and several Americans, .

including WGEO, WGEA, WCAB, WBOS,
and lATRCA.

I am 16 years of age and have been a
. reader of your interesting and helpful paper
for the .past six months. I should very
much like to -correspond. with any S.W.L.
in England -or U.S.A.-DENNIS HOWARD
(Dorking, Surrey).

The Radio Engineer's Notebook
a few weelm since I wrote to- you .but would like to thank you now

for helping me to get into touch with my
friends whose addresses I didn't know.
With the help of " Thermion's" column I
did indirectly hear from them. As usual,
'every week my wife forwards me my copy
of PRACTICAL WIRELESS, which is always a
godsend, being out of touch with the
practical side, but with the help of " P.W."
the theory still continues. I, like many
more, I hope, are delighted with your new
series of " Radio Engineer's Handbook."
I have got all my pages up to date and am
sure it's going to be the finest scrapbook I
ever made up. I look forward every week
to sticking the new issue in. In the
Services now I'm hoping to become a
signaller and find the pages, as well as
"P.W.," very helpful. My morse is
coming' on splendid, and the metre and
frequency chart are very helpful, so you can
guess how Lenjoy working out the fonnulre
with its help.-G. ITAZLEWOOD
Barracks, Somewhere in England).

PROBLEM No. 395
DURVIS -had a four -valve battery rgeeiver
1 which gave very good results': -One
night whilst listening to a distant station it

i suddenly grew weaker, and in spite of retuning
he found he could not obtain any signals. He
decided to examine the set on the following
day, and when he switched on to do so, he was

; surprised to find that the set worked quite
well again.- Afterabout half an hour, however,

7 signals again faded away into inaudibility.
"that was wrong ? Three- books will be
awarded for the first three correct solutions
opened. Entries must be addressed to The
Editor, PRACTICAL WIRELESS George Neites,
Ltd:, Tower House, Sout hwa niptOn Street,

`Strand, London, WG.2. Envelopes inthst be
marked Problem No. 395 in the topleft-hand
Corner and must 'Se posted to reach this

7- office not later than the first .post on Monday,
April 11th, 1940,

Solution to Problem -No. 394
Barlow overlooked the fact that without an output.

filter circuit the H T, would have to flow through litte
extension wires, and thus the voltage eventually
reaching the anode was too low to permit the output
valve to operate properly.

The folloWing -three readers successfully solved
Problem No. 093 and books have accordingly been
forwarded -to them : R. Poole, 47. Russell Roail,
Gravesend, Kent C. Scott, 411, Springfield Road,
St. Leoriards-on-Sea, ,SUSSON : C. A, Russell, 30. Mill.
Street, Maidstone, Kent.

Midget -Receivers
SIR,-A short time ago reference was -

made in your columns to the question
or designs for " pocket " receivers. Now

, that 1.4 volt valves-which can be operated
from dry cells instead of an accumulator --
are being manufactured 'by British firms,
the design of small battery sets should be
a practical propbsition. Previously, the
accumulator and H.T. battery occupied
more space than the receiver itself, but with
midget batteries available for both H.T. and
L.T. this is no longer the case. An inter-
esting portable set (the " Pocket Two ")
was described in your issue of December
23rd last, and -many readers might like to
see a re -designed version of this set, using
1.4 volt valves such as the 1E4G and
1G6G. As -there would be twe low --
frequency stages ample headphone volume
would'e available.

Small air-spkced condensers and plug-in
coils could be incorporated to make the set -
suitable for short-wave and medium -wave
reception. The receiver, headphones. bat-
teries and a throw -out aerial -might easily Ile
fitted in a case about the size of a gas -mask
box.

If a midget portable could be produced
and sold by some firm, both in kit form and
ready Tor use, it would appeal not only to
the home -constructor but to many of those
who, especially in war -time, have no
facilities for building their own apparatus.
In the United States several companies
advertise kits of parts for experimental
receivers and offer to supply the sets wired
and tested for a small additional charge.
Services of this kind might prove popular
in this country.

The midget portable could also be sup-
plied in a special tropical fmish for use
abroad or at sea. In this connection it is
interesting to note that some months aao
a Chicago firm commenced production of a
portable superhet " Communications " re- -

ceiver, using 1 4 volt tubes, and intended
to provide headphone or loudspeaker
reception' with only '90 volts H.T. The
receiver is described as being suitable for
amateur transmitters, short-wave listeners,
and Army/Navy/Air Force communications.
It would seem that if our British manu-
facturers could produce a set of this -kind
it would meet with -a satisfactory response
in home and Empire markets. Providing
the price was competitive, a receiver of this
type should be an important factor in the
present drive for increased exports of
electrical. and radio apparatus.-ALAN
-CLARKE (Rossendale).

Correspondents Wanted

T'llE following readers are desirous ofI corresponding with others on the
subjects mentioned

C. MERRETT, of 26, Port Street, Evesliam,
Worcester-in connection with the com-
parison of results obtained on a home -

assembled New Times :Sales " S.G. Band-

spread A."
A.  C. POLLARD, Ships Hotel, East

Grinstead, Sussex --.with Er reader of about
his own age (16) who is interested in all-
waVe work: Ile will reply: to any letters
sent from any part of the world.

D. CLIFF, 41, Woodfield Avenue, Penn,
Wolverhampton -a member of the
B.L.D.L.C., who wishes to contact another
meniber in -his district.

G. BUTLER, Trent Farm, Newton Solney,
Burton-on-Trent-who wishes to exchange
short-wave logs with other readers.
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PRACTICAL POINTERS
Improving Reaction Control
IT is -often rather annoying when operating

a not -too -powerful receiver to find
that if the set is to be kept in its

most sensitive -condition the reaction knob
must be used practically simultaneously
with the tuning condenser. This state of
affairs generally points to fi, badly -arranged
reaction circuit-wrong size or position of
windings, unsuitable capacity in reaction
condenser, etc., but in most cases a cure
elm be effected very easily. All that one
need do- is to connect a resistance in series
with the reaction winding:- The resistance
must be non -inductive, of course (a metal-
lised one is most convenient) and its value
will lie between 100 and 500 ohms. ' The

one. coil, but it should be emphasised that
the ratio of maximum to minimum capacity
is more important than the Maximum
capacity alone. For instance, a .0001 mfd.
(maximum) condenser with a very low
minimuin in the region of, say, 2 micro-
microfarads, will cover a wider wave-
length range than a .00015 mfd. -condenser
with a high minimum capacity. The
former condenser will also prove to be
much more efficient than the 'latter, be-
causd effic4ency is always highest on any
wavelength when the tuning circuit is
made up of the 'greatest possible inductance
and the least amount of capacity. It is
therefore -always advisable, when buying
a variable condenser for short-wave work,

to choose it not only by its
maximum capacity, but also
by its minimum. The latter
figure is not stated by
makers of poor quality com-
ponents, but these should be
avoided at all costs, for they
are definitely not worth
while.

Fig. 1. Providing an artificial centre -tap on the heater
winding of a mains transformer.

best value will depend upon the characteris-
tics of the receiver and must be found by
trial. When a resistance in excess of about
250 ohms is used it might be necessary to

coridenstr of higher
capacity than before.

A Mains Transformer Tip
A non -technical reader was in. difficulties

the other day because he wished to build
-a mains receiver from certain components
which he had. Most of these were per-
fectly suitable, but he was very perturbed
to find that the 4 -volt winding of his mains
transformer was not centre -tapped. He
was considering the possibilities of dis-
mantling and rewinding it, but
wrote to us first. We explained
to him that exactly the same
effect as centre -tapping would be
obtained by connecting a potentio-
meter or centre -tapped resistance
across the 4 -volt
terminals a s
shown diagram-
matically in Fig.
1. In the endhe made a
centre - tapped
resistance from
a strip of fibre
and 3 yds. of
26 gauge Yureka
resistance wire.
As the wire was Fig 2.-The construction of thebare it was
wound on the fibre along with a length
of thread to insulate the turns one from
the other. A tapping was taken after
winding on half the wire by making a
small loop. The resistance was 8 ohms
and so only consumed the negligible current
of half an ampere. The constructional
details are given in Fig. 2. -

Tuning -Condensers

Jl

When an M.C. Speaker
is an Advantage
Most radio amateurs are

under the impression that
the reproduction from their
sets is bound to -be improved

by using a moving -coil speaker in place
of one of the older "cone" type. -"Whilst
this is true when the set is a really good
one designed on modern lines and having a
fairly generous output, it is often very
wide of the mark where an old receiver is
still in use. The fact is that the moving -
coil' speaker is much more sensitive to
certain notes and gives a far more correct
impression of the set's performance. On
the other hand, the core or balanced
armature speaker often tends to " correct"
the set and gloss over its defects. This
explains why many listeners consider that
a moving -coil is not so good as their old
speaker. Before buying a moving -coil for

THREAD

LOOP-
iiqP1W1VG

2 1/2"

The best capacity for aerial. tuning
condensers depends to _a certain extent on
the wavelength range required from any

RE'S/ST.4NC e
Wipe

Ic/BR E
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resistance used in Fig. I is shown here.

an oldish set it is therefore advisable to
try it on -the set to make sure that the
latter can do justice to it.

Reserve your Copy of
THE

RADIO TRAINING
MANUAL

See Special "Announcement on Page 89.

LEARN CODE
AT ROME!

Candler. Trained Operators have
no difficulty in quickly securing

Good Positions
The Candler system of CODE TRAINING
was devised for those who have entered
or intend to enter the commercial side of
telegraphy, the Services, or who take a
real interest in Amateur Radio work.
It is not worth your while sending for the
Free " Book of Facts " if you only want a
" smattering " of knowledge. If you are
in earnest you will gain from your
enquiry.
JUNIOR Scientific Code Course for
beginners. Teaches all the necessary code
fundamentals scientifically.
ADVANCED High -Speed Tele-
graphing for operators who want to increase
their w.p.m. speed and improve their technique.
TELEORAPHTOUCH-TYPEWRITING for
those who want to become expert in the use of
the typewriter for recording messages.
Courses supplied on Carl; or 11,1714 Payment terms

Please send me without obligation, the Candler
 Book of Facts"

NAME

ADDRESS

Post Coupon in id unsealed envelope to London 141 anaeo
(5.L.0.), 121, KINGSWAY, LONDON, W.C.;.
CANDLER SYSTEM CO.
Candler System Co., Asheville, North Carolina,U.S.A.

UP - TO - DATE RADIO
WRITE FOR PRICE LIST

AND FULL PARTICULARS OF

ARMSTRONG
QUALITY CHASSIS

ON EASY TERMS
II D rt:r. SS10-" SUPER 11 E T -
c.T it A [WIT " 10-yahe High Fidelity
Radiogram chassis. All -wave, Incor-

porating 2 independent cir-
cuits. Superheterodyne and
Straight, having R.F. pre -

on most taroursbis term. amplifier. R.C. coupled push -
nu wail known Sets, pull -Triode output capable
Speaker., Valve., etc.. of handling 8 watts.
domestic Electric Equip- CASH PRICE 213.4.0 or
'sent. All care. pall. 45i WITH ORDER and
CAM OR C.O.D. ORDERS 10 monthly par -

SENT BY RETURN. meats of 23

* WE SUPPLY

LONDON RADIO SUPPLY COMPANY
(Evacuation Address)

"WINDEN," ARDINOLY RD., BALCOMBE, SUSSEX

Booksellers to the World IFOYT.I S
New and secondhand books on Wireless

and every other subject.
113-125, CHARING CROSS RD., LONDON, W.C.2.

Telephone Gerrard 5660 (16 lines)

VIIH-411.1. 4- HIMIN.-14111.1 ..... NAN -  141.1, 4.. MUNN  I. bl

i FREE ADVICE BUREAU I

COUPON i

mi., co". lit avalialalo until April :0th, i
leio, and must accompany all Quarles um) 3

1 Illtds. t
1 ' PRACTICAL WIRELESS 13/4/10IO.i..4.0.1.11.1.9.1.111.g...NON.s.-.411.11.....14011.1.6.N1001,4.-mil
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BLUEPRINT SERVICE
PRACTICAL WIRELESS No. of

Date of Issue. Blueprin:
'CRYSTAL SETS

Blueprints 6d. each. '
1937 Crystal Receiver . .. -
The Junior " Crystal Set .. 27:8.38

STRAIGHT SETS. Battery Operated.
One -valve: Blueprints,. ls. :each.
All -Wave Unipen (Pentode) ..
Beginners' One-valver
The " Pyramid " One-valver (He
-.Pen)

Two -valve : Blueprint,
The Signet Two (D cC LF)
Three -valve : Blueprints, is. each.
Selectone Battery Three (D, 2 LF

(Trans)) ..
Sixty Shilling Three (D, 2 LF

(RC & Trans))
Leader Three (SO, D, Pow)
Summit Three (HF Pen,,D, Pen)
-All Pentode Three (HF Pen, D

(Pen), Pen) ..
Hall -Mark Three (SG, D, Pow) ..
Hall -Mark Cadet (D, LF, Pen (RC))
F. J. Camn-s Silver Souvenir (HF

Pen, D (Pen),. Pen) (All -Wave
Three) ..

Cameo Midget Three (D, ' 2 LF
(Trans))

1936 Sonotone Three -Four (HP
Pen, HF Pen, Westector, Pen)

Battery All -Wave Three (D, 2 IS
(KC))

The Monitor (HF Pen, D, Pen) ..
The Tutor Three (HF Pen, D, Pen)
The Centaur Three (SG, D, P)
F. J. Camm's Record All -Wave

Three (HF Pen, D, Pen) ..
The " Colt " All -Wave Three (D,

2 LF (11C Trans)) ..
The " Rapide " Straight 3 (D,

2 LF (.RC 3 Trans)) -

F. J. Camm's Oracle All -Wave
Three (lit', Bet., Pen)

1938 " Triband " All -Wave Three
(HF Peu, D, Pen) _

F. J. Camm's " Sprite " Three
(HF Pen, D, Tet)

The" Hurricane " All -Wave Three
((SG, D, Pen), Pen) ..

F. 5. Camm's " Push -Button "
Three (HP Pen, D (Pen), let)

Four -valve : Blueprints, Is. each.
Sonotone Four (SG, D, ..
Fury Four (2 SG, D, Pen) ..
Beta Universal Four (SG, D, LF,

Nucleon Class B Four (SG, D
(SO), LF, Cl. B)

Fury Four Super (SG, SO, D, Pen)
Battery -Hall-Mark 4 (HP Pen,

D, Push -Pull)
F. S. C'arom's " Limit" All -Wave
- Four (HF Pen, D, LF, P)

" Acme "All -Wave 4 (HF Pen, D
( Pen), LF, Cl. B)

The " Admiral " Four (HI' Pen,
HF Pen, D, Pen (RC))

Mains Operated
Two -valve : Blueprints, is. each.
A.C. Twin (D (Pen), Pen) ..

Two (SG, Pow)
selectone A.C. Radiogram Two

( I), Pow) -

Three -valve : Blueprints, is. each.
noillle-Diode-Triode Three (HF

Pen, DDT, Pen)
D.C. Ace (SG, D, Pen) .. - PW25
A.C'. Three (SG, D, Pen) - PW29
A.C. Leader (HF Pen, D, Pow) .. 7.1.39 PW35C

- D.C. Premier (HF Pen, D, Pen) - PW35B
Unique (HF Pen, D (Pen), Pen).. - PW3OA
Armada Mains Three (HF Pen, D,

Pee) . , PW38
F. J. Camm's A.G. All -Wave Silver

Souvenir Three (HI' Pen, D, Pen) - PW50
" All " A.C. Three (D, 2

(BC)).. - FIV51
A.C. 1936 Sonotone (HF Pen, HF

Pen, Westector, Pen) 9-- PW56
Mains Record All -Wave 3 ,(HF,

Pen, D, Pen) .. - PW70

Four -valve Blueprints, 1s. each.
A.C. Fury Four (SG, SG, D, Pen) . . PW20
.A.C. Fury Four Super (SO, SO,1),

Pen) -e PW34D
A.C. Hall -Mark (HF Pen, D,

rW45
UnivelsP111Pall-Maili Pen,

Push -Pull)

SUPERSETS,
Battery Sets : Blueprints, is.

Superliet (Three-Valv,)
F. J. Caitlin's 2 -valve Sages let

PW71 Mains Sets : Blueprints, 1s. each.
P\\ )4 A.C. £5 Superhet (Three -valve) ..

D.C. £5 Superhet(Three-valve)
-Universal £5 Superhet (Three -

valve) .'.
F. J. Camm's -A.C. Superhet 4 ..

19.2.33 F. J. Camm's Uniyersal £4 Super-
, het 4 ..  " Qualitone " Universal Four 16.1.37

Tour -valve.: Double -sided Blueprint, is. 6d.
24.9.33 .PW70 Pugh Button 4, Battery Model ..1 oo io 3.;

Push Button 4, A.C. Mains Model j

SHORT-WAVE SETS. Battery Operated.
One -valve : Blueprint, 1s.
Simple S.W. One-valver .. 23.12.39 PW8S
TWo-Nalve : Blueprints, 1s. sach.
Midget Short-wave Two (D, Pen) - PW38A
The " Fleet " Short-wave Two

29.5.37 pW39 (D (HF Pen), Pen) 27.8.35 PW91
I'W41

16,3,35 PW48

27.8.3$

22.5.37

PW31A
PW85

PW93

PW10

.PW34A
PW35
PW37

PW47

13.4.35

21.3.- 30
14.8.37

31.10.36

18.2.39

4.12.3-7

28.S.37

22.1.38

26.3.38

30,4.38

3.9.38'

1.5.37
8.5.37

PW49

PW51

PW53

PW55
PW61
PW62
PWO4

"Woo

PW72

I'W82

PW78

PW84

PW87

PW89

PIN' 92

PW4
PW11.

- PW17

- PW34B- PW34C

- PW46

26.9.30 PWO7

12.2.38 PW83

3.9.38 PWOO

PW18
PW31

PW 19

Three -valve : Blueprints, is. each.
Experimenter's Short-wave Three

(SO, D, Pow) ..
The Prefect 3 (D, 2 LF (RC and

Trans)) , .

The Band -Spread S.W. Three
(HF Pen, D (Pen), Pen) ..

PORTABLES.
Three -valve : Blueprints, is. each.
F. J. Carom's ELF Three -valve

Portable (HF Pen, D, Pen) . - PW65
Parvo Flyweight Midget -Portable

(SG, D, Pen) .. 3,6.30 1'W77
four -valve.: Blueprint, 1s.
"Imp " Portable 4 (D, LF, IF

(Pen)) - PW8.6

MISCELLANEOUS

PW40
PW53

PW43
PW42

PW44
313137 PW59

PW60
PW73

PW95

- PW30A

- P\V63

_1.10.33 PWOS

Blueprint, Is. ...
S.W. Converter -Adapter (1 valve) - PW48A

AMATEUR WIRELESS AND WIRELESS MAGAZINE
CRYSTAL SETS.

Blueprints, 6d. each.
Four -station Crystal Set .. .. 23.7.58 A -W427
1934 Crystal Set .. .. .. - AW444
150 -mile Crystal Set .. - A W450

STRAIGHT SETS. Battery Operated.
One -valve : Blueprint, 1s.
1..i.Re. Special One-valver .. - - AW'3S7

Two -valve : Blueprints, is. each.
Melody Ranger Two (D, Trans) .. - AW388
Full -volume Two (SO det, Pen) .. - AW302
Lucerne Minor (D, Pen) .. .. J.- AW42O
A Modern Two-valver - .. - WM409
Three -valve : Blueprints, 1s. each.
£5 Is. S.G.3 (SO, D, Trans) , . AW412
Lucerne -Ranger (SG, D, Trans) .. - AlV422
£5 5s. Three : De Luxe 'Version

(SG, D, Trans) .. .. 19.5.34 A W435
lucerne Straight Three (D, RC,

Trans) .. - .AW437
Transportable Three -(SO, 1), Pen) - WM271
Simple -Tune Three (SG, D, Pen) June '33 .WM327
Economy -Pentode Three (SO, D,

Pen) .. .. W31337
" W.M." 1934 Standard -Three

(SG, D, Pen) ... - - WM351
£3 3s. Three (SG, D, Trans) . Afar. '34 WM354
1935 £6 .6s. Battery Three (SG,

D, Pen) ' - W31371
PW23 PTP Three (Pen, D, Pen)) W31380

Certainty Three (SG, D, Pen) - W31393
Minitube Three (SG, D, Trans) Oct. '35 WM396
All -Wave Winning Three (SG, D,

WM'400

Four -valve.: Blueprints, ts. 6d. each.
65s. Four (SG, D, RC, Trans) ... - AW370
2EUF Four (2 SC, D, Pen) AW421
Self-contained Four (SG, D,

Class B) Aug. '.33 W31331
Lucerne Straight 'Four (SG, D,

LF, Trans) wA1350.
£5 5s. Battery Four (HF,D, 2 LF) Feb. 35 WM3S1
The H.K. Four (SG, SO, D, Pen) -- W31384
The Auto Straight Four (HE Pen,

EC Pen, DDT, Pen) Apr, '36 WM404
Five -valve : Blueprints, is. 6d. each. -
Super:quality Five (2 HF, D, RG, -

Trans) '

Cla,ss B Quadyadyne (2 SG, D, LF,
-Class B) " '  NeW,Olass. FIST (2 SG, D, LF,
Class B)

WM320

WM344

WM340

These Blueprints are drawn full size.
Copies of appropriate issues containing descrip-

tions of these sets can in some cases be supplied at
the following prices,which are additional to the cost of
the Blueprint. A dash before the Blueprint Number
indicates that the issue is out of print.

Issues of Practical Wireless... '4d. Post Paid
Amateur Wireless 4d.
Wireless Magazine ... 1/3
The index -letters which precede the Bluep'rint

Number indicates the periodical in which the des-
cription appears : Thus P.W. refers to PRACTICAL
WIRELESS, A.W. to Amateur Wireless, VIM. to
Wireless Magazine.

Send (preferably) a postal order to cover the cost
of the blueprint, and the issue (stamps over Pd. 
unacceptable) to PRACTICAL WIRELESS Blueprint
Dept., George Newnes, Ltd.. Tower House, South-
ampton Street, Strand, W.C.2.

Mains Operated.
Two -valve : Blueprints, is. each,
Consoelectrie TwoltD, Pen) A.C..
Economy A.C'. Two (D, Trans) A.C.
'Unicorn A.C'. D.C. Two (D, Pen)
Three -valve : Blueprints, 1 s. each,
Home Lover's New All -Electric

Three (SO, D, Trans). A.C. .
Mantovaui A.C. Three (HI' Pen,

D, Peu) .. -
£15 15s. 1936 A.C. Radiogram . -

(HF, D, Pen) Jan. '36
Four -valve : Blueprints, is. 6d each.
All Metal Four (2 SG. D, Pen) . .July '33
Harris' Jubilee Radiogram (1LF '

Pen, D, LF. P) .. May '35

SU pE R ET&
Battery Sets : Blueprints, 1s. 6d. each.
Modern Super Senior .. -
'Varsity Pour .. Oct. '35
The Request All -Waver .. Julie 'ho
1935 Super -Five Battery (Superhet) -
'Mains Sets : Blueprints, is: 6d. each.
Heptode Super Three A.C. May '34
" W.31." Radiogram Super A.C. -

PORTABLES.
Four -valve : Blueprints, ls. 6d. each.
Holiday Portable (SG, D, LF,

Class B) .
Family Portable D, 110,

Trans) .. , .

Two H.F. Poitable -(2 SO, D,
QP21) -

Tyers Portable (SG, D, 2 Trans)..

AW403
WM286
WM304

AW383

WM3;74

WM4h1

WM32o

W31386

W'M375
W31305
W31407-

- W1.1379

W31359
WM366

AW393

AW447

W31363
WM367

SHORT-WAVE SETS. Battery Operated.
One -valve : Blueprints, Is. each.
S.W. One-valver for America .. 15.10.38 AW42
Rome Short -Waver -
Two -valve : Blueprints, is. each.
Ultra -Short Battery Two (SO, (let,

Pen) .. . Feb. '30 W31402
HOme-made Coll.Two (D, Pen) .. - .A1V440
Three -valve : Blueprints, is:vach.
World -ranger Short-wave 3 (D,

RC, Trans) .". - AW355
Experimenter's 5 -metre Set (D, -

Trans, Super-regen) 30,6.34 AW438.
The Carrier Short -waver (SG,D,P)Joly '35 W31390
Four -valve : Blueprints, is. 6d. each.
A.W. Short-wave World-beater

(HF Pen, D, RC, Trans) ..
Empire Short -waver (SC, D, RC.

Trans)-
Standard Four -valve Short -waver

(SG, D, LF, P)..
Superhet : Blueprint, is. 6d.
Simplified Short-wave Super .. Nov. '35

AW436

W31313

22.7.39 WM383

N).313J7

Mains Operated.
Two -valve : Blueprints, 1s. each.
Two -valve Mains Short -waver (D,

Pen) A.C. 13.1.40 AW453
"W.-11.1." Long -wave Converter .. - W31380
Three -valve : Blueprint, is.
Emigrator (SG, D, Pen) A.C. - WM352
-Four-valve : Blueprint, 1s. 6d,
Standard Four -valve A.C. Short -

waver (SO, D, RC, Trans) W31391

- MISCELLANEOUS.
S.W. One -valve Converter (Price

Enthusiast's Power Amplifier (1/6) -
Listener's 5 -watt A.C. Amplifier

(1/6) .. -
Radio Unit (2v.) for WM392 (1'-) Soc. '35
Harris Electrogram- battery am-

plifier (1/-) .. -De Luxe Concert A.C. Electro-
-gram (1/-) - Nur, '36

New style Short-wa'Ve Adapter
(1/-) -

Trickle Cbarger (6d.) ..
Short-wave Adapter (V-) -
Superhet Converter (1)-) . . -
B.L.D.L.C. Short-wave Converter

(1/-) - . -.May .Its
Wilson Tone Master (1/-). .. .1u w, '36
The 'W.31., A.C. Short-wave Ccm-

verter (1/-) '

A W 329
W31387

3VM392
'W11398

WM399

WM403

AW412
AW456
"457
WM405
WM406

WM4OS
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In reply
elo dr letter

Using Headphones-
"Is it possible to use a pair of earphones

of the value of 50 or 60 ohms with a one -
valve ,set, without spoiling the earphones ? "
-D. W. H. D: (Downderry, Cornwall).

THE low -resistance phones would be
wound with fairly heavy gauge wire,

and thus there would be less risk of spoiling
them than there would be of spoiling normal
high -resistance models. The main point,
however, is that the low -resistance windings
will not offer sufficient load to the single
valve to. enable an appreciable output
to be obtained. You should remember
that the signal- is developed across the
load which is included in the anode circuit,
and 2,000 ohms should be considered the
minimum resistance for satisfactory signal
strength. You can use your phones, how-
ever, by obtaining an output transformer
of the step-down type, having a ratio of
about 10 to 25 or 1.

Magic -eye Tuner
" I have a commercial superhet, which

although not of recent make, works very
well and I am quite satisfied with it. I
should like, however, to provide one of the
magic -eye tuners and I. .understand that
these may be bought separately and fitted
to any set. Could you give me a diagram.
showing how to wire the device in my
particular model ? I suppose a special
mount may be obtained for the tuner."-
C. T. (Reigate):

THE magic -eye is a small device exactly
similaito an ordinary valve and may

be mounted in a standard valveholder.
This will have to be mounted on a metal
bracket so that the valve is disposed
horizontally, as the tuning device is viewed \ but do not wish to make my own coil.

Could you recommend any good make of
commercial coil which I could use for the
purpose ? "-S. D..(Warrington).

NFORTUNATELY the special arrange-T

Ment . .employed in the circuit in
question calls for a centre -tapped reaction
winding which may be varied'in its position
relative to the grid winding. There is no

sufficient extra 'current for the heater such coil commercially produced and you
circuit, and if not, a separate heater must therefore in this case make up the
transformer would have to be provided. coil yourself. It is not possible to make

use of a differential reaction condenserCutting Out a Stage or any similar split component as the
" I have a four -valve battery short-wave anodes must be fed with H.T.

set with H.F., Detector, L.F. and pentode

on the end or- top of the valve. The
anode and target are fed from the H.T.
positive line (which you will have to find
in the receiver) and the grid is fed through
a decoupling resistance from the A.V.C.
line, which you will also have to locate.
There is a question as to whether the
mains transformer in the set will deliver

IF the receiver` is a standard transformer -
coupled arrangement you could quite

easily add phone connections by connecting
a 1 mfd. _ fixed condenser to. the anode
of the L.F. valve and then connecting
phones between the other side of this
condenser and the earth terminal. The
only point is that there may still be signals
audible_ if a speaker is left connected to

RULES
- We wish to draw the reader's attention to the

fact that the Queries Service is intended only -
for the solution of problems or difficulties

i arising from -the construction of receivers
! described in our pages, from articles appearing

in our pages, or on general wireless matters.
We regret that we cannot, for obvious reasons --

1 (1) Supply circuit diagrams of complete
multi -valve receivers.

(2) Suggest alterations or modifications of
receivers described in our contem-

(3) Suggest alterations or modifications to '

poraries.

commercial receivers. -
(4) Answer queries over the telephone.

a (5) Grant interviews to querists.
A stamped addressed envelope must be

enclosed for . the reply. -All sketches and
drawings which. are sent to us should bear
the name and address of the sender.

Requests for Blueprints must not be enclosed
with queries as they are dealt with by a
separate department.
Send your queries to the Editor, PRACTICAL WIRELESS,
George Newnes, Ltd., Tower House, Southampton Street,
Strand, London, W.C.2. The Coupon must be enclosed

ii

with every query.
141!..111041=.11411..441Mq141=1.1140.1141.11.110111M111

the output stage, but this could be avoided
by inserting a simple on/off switch in the
filament circuit of the output valve.

Push-pull Detector
" I am interested in Circuit No. 16 in

your book- ' Sixty Tested Wireleps Circuits,'

I

stages. I find that when wearing phones
the signals are far too loud for comfort
and I should like to make arrangements
to include the phones in the L.F. stage
without seriously upsetting the wiring as I
have never made a set and am not keen on
starting in ease I upset the performance.
What do you suggest ? C. W. (Larne).

Needle Scratch Filter
" I have converted my set into a radio-

gram which gives quite good results except
for a rather prominent emphasis of the
scratch of the needle. Is there any way
of eliminating this without affecting quality
of musical reproduction ? "-D. R. (Melton
Mowbray).

IT is a simple matter to fit a tone -control
1 in the form of a scratch filter to
eliminate the noise. It is important to
bear in mind, however, that this will affect
all frequencies at the resonant point cut
Off by the filter. There are various types
cutting off at. frequencies from 3,500 up
to 5,000 cycles or so. Generally speaking,
they consist of a choke and condenser, or
combination of these parts and suitable
components may be obtained from Messrs.
Bulgin. (See also page 96).

Reflex Circuit
" I have been talking to one of the old

experimenters, and he has told me that I
should try a reflex circuit if I want something
to experiment with, and I should be glad if
you could tell me exactly what this is and
if you have a blueprint of one, as I am
just taking up radio as a hobby."-H. Y.
(Lower Edmonton).

THE arrangement is that whereby a
valve is used in a dual capacity as

H.F. and L.F. amplifier. In the older
types of reflex a valve was used in this
manner with a crystal detector, but it is
possible to use a valve detector, thus
obtaining with two valVps results equiva-
lent almost to those normally obtained, by
three. You will find a two -valve circuit
of this type in our issue dated January 6th
last, and this will form an interesting
basis for experiment.

ANNIIIMNI111.14116.1141100.4

REPLIES IN BRIEF I
The following replies to queries are given in I-

I abbreviatid form either because of non-compliance i
with our rules, or because the point raised is not of
general interest. -

.141=0.111E.O../041.m.

M. G. -(Leicester). We cannot recommend individual
models, but suggest that you hear them under your.
own conditions with your.own receiver. Remember the
question of the load you intend- to supply.

E. D. A. (Birmingham, 15). The details have been
given before and will be found in practically all of
our handbooks. The first figure indicates the number
of H.F. stages, v. indicate§ valve detector (as distinct
from crystal), and the last figure indicates the number
of L.F. stages. 0-v-1 is therefore a simple two-valver,
consisting of detector and L.F.

L. M. D. (N. 19). We have not tried the component
but see no reason- why it should not prove satisfactory
in the circuit in question.

ICM. C. (Bristol). So far as we can trace, the firm
isno longer in businesS.

H. W. F. (S.W.13). As the set is a modified model
we regret that we cannot make any useful suggestion.
There may be many faults present in a converted
battery set, such as wrong type of wiring; incorrect -
type Of components, etc.

D. F. McL. (Balintore). The cells are treated exactly
as accumulators.

J. D. G. (Warwick). 126 volts would be quite satis-
factory.

H. R. E. P. (Bitterne). There are various methods,
depending upon the coils. Some have their own
coupling wining, others require top -capacity coupling,
whilst others are intended for mixed couplings:

C. E. B. (Lincoln). The unit in last week's issue
would -be quite satisfactory for your purpose.

7. R. E. (Welling). If you use a push-pull input
transformer you do not need a phase -inverter. Add
your D.D.T. for detector and A.V.C. and follow this
by a single low -gain triode to feed the push-pull stage.

It: G. (Lincoln). As there is no television now we
cannot advise the construction of apparatus. In any
case, the disc scheme is now obsolescent.

41110.0...04M1.0.111.11=.0.11.0.011111141.011M. 141M1H141116.1411.l1111)4111W1 /f
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The coupon on page 105 must be
attached to every query
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THE ONE AERIAL FOR THE.. MODERN SET

P tX INVISIBLE AERI
PIX, LONDON, SAllf.4.

Neat
Efficient
Blends with furnishings
Self -Adhesive

Double Length 3/6

4._
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Classified Advertisements
CABINETS

A CABINET for Every Radio Purpose. Surplus
cabinets froth noted makers under eost. of menu -
facture. 10-diogram Cabinets- from 30 -. .4"ndr9lled
table, console and loudspeaker cabinets from 4/6.
Inspection invited.
N. L. SMITH AND CO., ,LTD., 289, Edgware Road,
W.2. -Tel: Pad. 5891.

LITERATURE
NEW Edition. American Amitteur Relay League
Handbook. 500 pages of up-to-the-minute technical
information, 7/- post free. 1940 Jones Handbook;
approximately 700 pages dealing with every aspect of
Short-wave Radio, 8/6, post free.-Wehb's Radio, 14,
Soho St., London, W.1. 'Phone : Gerrard. 2089.

LOUDSPEAKER REPAIRS
LOUDSPEAKER repairs, British, American, any
inake. 24 -hour service, moderate prices.-Sinelair
Speakers,- ...l'ulteney Terrace, Copenhagen Street,

-London, N.1.

REPAIRS to moving coil speakers. Cones/coils
fitted or rewound. Fields altered or wound. Prices
quoted, 'including eliminators. Pick-ups and speaker
transformers rewound, 4/6. Trade invited. Guaranteed 
satisfaction. Pronipt service.

Repair Service, 5, Ballwin Grove, London, S.W.12.
Battersea 1321.

MISCELLANEOUS
BE TALLER ! ! Inches put you Miles Ahead ! !

Details lid, stamp :-Malcolm Ross, Height Specialist,
BM BYTE, London, W.C.1.

MORSE EQUIPMENT
FULL, range of Transmitting Keys; Practice Sets,_
Oscillators, Recorders and other Radio Telegrifpli
Apparatus, designed and manufactured by T. R. -
McElroy, World's Champion t elegraphist. Sole dis-
tributors : Webb's Radio, 14, Soho Street, London,
W.I. 'Phone: Gerrard 2089.

MORSE TRAINING
WIRELESS Code Courses' "Book of Facts" Free.-
Candler System Co. (L.0.), 121, Kingsway, London,
W.C.2

NEW LOUDSPEAKERS

3,000 Speakers, P.M. and energised 4in. to 14in in
eluding several EpOch 18in.-Sinclair Speakers
Pulteney Terrace, Copenhagen' Street, London, .N.1.

PUBLIC APPOINTMENTS

AIR MINISTRY.
AERONAUTICAL INSPECTION DIRECTORATE.
Vacancies exist for unestablished appointments as
Examiners in the General Engineering, W/T and
Instrument Branches,
QUALIFICATIONS.
All candidates must Wive good general education, be
aide to read drawings, understand specifications, thee'
micrometers and other measuring instruments.

Applicants for, the .General Engineering :Branch
111 tt4 have had -practical experiencem an engineering
-works. An elementary knOwledge of materials testing
is desirable.
(ei) Applicants for the Instrument Branch must hate.
knowledge of physics and training in light -engineering
or Instrument -making.. Candidates with knowledge of
optical instruments are also required.
(c) Applicants for the W/T Branch must have practical
knowledge of W/T and electrical equipment with
technical training in radio communication equal
to City and Guilds final examination standard.
ACCEPTED candidates will undergo n period of
training in inspection as applied to the above subjects,
not exceeding three calendar months, and will lee
paid 10s. Pd. weekly during training. iipbsistence
allowance of 5s.. Od. weekly during training is
payable to married men normally residing outside
tlietrainingarea, On successful completion of training,
candidates will be appointed as Examiners -at a salary
of £246, if 25 years of -age or over, with a corresponding
reduction of £12 per annum for each year under 25 on
joining (payable monthly in arrear) if service is satis-
factory-, and must be prepared to serve in any part
of the United Kingdom.
NORMAL age limits 23 to N.
CANDIDATES should indicate on their applications
for which vacancy they Wish to be considered-a,
b or c.
APPLICATIONS mast be made on Fortin 786, copies:of
which can be obtained on application, by postcard
only, to : The Inspector -in -Charge, A.I.D. Training
School (I.C.S./REC. 53), Brandon'Steep, Bristol, 1.

PRACTICAL WIRELESS

HOW TO SECURE
THE

RADIO
TRAINING MANUAL

(See Special Offer on Page 89)
First place a standing order with your newsagent

to -day on the form belowfor the supply of PRACTICAL
WIRELESS for four weeks and until further notice.

Next. fill up the Reservation Form and the Address -
label beneath, and post both to the address given on the
Reservation Form,

When we receive the Reservation Form and the
Address -label from you. we will at once reserve a copy
of the RADIO TRAINING MANUAL in your name,
and immediately send you a Voucher. On this you
Affix 4 Tokens cut from the bottom left baud corner of
the back cover of PRACTICAL WIRELESS for 4
consecutive weeks. Cothineneeith Token No. 1
given this week.

.

When your Voucher is complete, you send it together
with a Postal Order for 2s, Od, to include all packing,
carriage, insurance, etc., and your. book will be ills-
patehed to you.

This offer applies to persons residing in Great Britain
and Northern Ireland: ,Readers in Eire attest pay any
dirty imposed. Reademabrbnd ;mist semi an additional
-M to corer the extra carriage.

NEWSAGENT'S ORDERt. FOR

PRACTICAL WIRELESS
Every Wednesday, 3d.
(Please write clear! .,

To
(Name of Newsagent)

Address

Please deliver or reserve PRACTICAL
WIRELESS each week for me for 4 weeks

and until further notice.

Name

Address

Date

;311111111;ifill111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111ffinlii11111111111111n111L-

Post this RESERVATION 'FORM immediately to :

 PRACTICAL WIRELESS
(Preseritation Dept.),

Holford Square, London, W.C,1. (Pref.)
In accordance with the conditions of your

-"== special Ver, please send Me a VOUCHER en
= which to qualify rfor my copy of THE RADIO

TRALNING MANUAL. I have asked Illy
Newsagent to supply PRACTICAL WIRELES.$,' =

E regularly.

- Reader's Name

1-4 Address
(in full)

sff_

-  Fill in this form and the
Address Lobel below in Mock

H Letters. bYatttp the label - H
s -s directed and post with

= this forty -in an unsealed -'
 enrelope stunt -p only
E.- required).

5 ADDRESS -LABEL

 Name

Address

,,d, stamp

miist be
affixed

Br 1'"C

April 13111 1940

PUBLIC APPOINTMENTS

Wireless Technical Instructors -required in Army units
EMOLUMENTS.
Pay, 8s. 3d. per day (7 days a week). Clothing, rations
and accommodation, or if thiS canto t he provided,
allowanees at authorised rates. if married and other-
wise eligible Mildly allowances payalole in respect of
wife and children, subject to allotment from pay.
Candidates should preferably be under 35 and over 24
and (a-) Hold, oneof the following qualifications
Graduateship oft he Institution of Electrical .Engineers.
Final (Grade III) Certificate of City and Guilds of
London Destitute Examination in Radio COMIllialin-
tion. ss.
Higher NaSonal Certificate inElectrieal Engineering.
Certificate of City arid Guilds of London Institute in
Radio Service work.
Or similar qualifications. or (b) Be able to pass an
examination on the foilielying syllabus:
CURRENT ELECTRICITY.-Properties of an electric
urrent . Ohm's Law and its applica t ions. Galvano-

meters and Mehsuring instruments. E lee ro-in agnet ism .

Magnetic materials.. Conductors, Insulators- and
Dielectrics. -

ALTERNATING , CURRENTS.-Geueral princhides.
Effects of Resistance, Induetaetre and Capacity. .

Resonance.
RAD10:-General character of a radio signal. Know-
ledge of valves and their simple applieations. General
knowledge of tuning both transmitters and receivers.
MATHEMATICS.-Knowledge of Algebra, and simple
Trigonometry.
Suitable candidates will be interviewed at local centres,
and, if successful, will be appointed Acting -Sergeant -
Tradesman. for those who are on the Schedule of
Reserved Occupations special arrangements will be
made to enable them to be enlisted.
Application forms, obtainable by postcard frOm the
Under Secretary of State, War Office (A.G.6.c), Hobart
House, Grosvenor Piece, London, 4.11'.1, to be lodged
by 30th April, 1940. .

RADIO MAP AND GLOBE

WEBB'S Radio Map of the World enables you 1n
locate any station heard, Size 40" by 30' 2 colour heavy
Art Paper, 4/6. Limited supply on Linen, 10/6,
WEBB'S Radio Globe-superb 12" full -colour
model. Radio prefixes, zones, etc. Heavy oxidised
mount. Post Paid, 27'e3.=-Webb's Radio, 14, Soho
Street, London, W.1. 'Phone : Gerrard 2080.

RECEIVERS AND COMPONENTS

COULPHONE Radio, Grilushiew Lane, Orniskirk. 1940
Collar° A.C. Gramophone Motors Lb to of able. 27.'6)
Radiogram units, 45/s. American Valves, all t ypes, 4 6.
Octal, 5/6, Record F.W. Rectifiers, 5,S. ::)tuulp for Ikr.

5/- BARGAIN PARCEL comprising Speaker Cabinet,
2 Drilled Chassis, condensers, resistances and ninny
other useful components. Worth ,fi2. 1,11th-tot -

number. Postage 1, Bakers Sellthrst Radio, 75,
Sussex Roach, Shuth Croydon.

SCRAP your H.T. battery with Mallory vibrator
converter, 12v., 150v., 30 nen., 1810.; listed. £5/5 o.
-Or Genemotor, 12v., 250v 50 ma., 25,-. Postage
1/3.-Aeronautical Radio, 47, River -Road, little-
haropton.

SOUTHERN Radto's Bargains.
ALL Guaranteed. Postage ,Extra.
5/-) Parcel of useful (billow lents, comprising Con-
densers, Resistances, Volume Controls, Wire, Circuits,

-

etc. Value 25/, 5/- per pa reel.
Service Man's Component Kit. Electrolytic

Condensers, Volume Controls, Resistances, Tubular,
Mica, Paper Condensers, Valve Holders, etc. 120
articles contained in strong carrying case, 9" x 7" x
15/- the Kit.
21/- Small Trader's Parcel of Components, 150
ArtieleS comprising all t,e`pes Condensers, Valve -
Holders, Resistances, Chol es, Coils, Wire, etc.- Value-

21/- the parcel.
5/- 100 Wire -end Resistances, assorted capacities.
it and 1 watt, 5/ -,per 100.
ORMOND Loud -speaker Units, 2th ; Crystal Sets,

. Westectors Type W2, 2, 6 Crystal Detectors,.
2/ Crystals, 6d..; Marconi V24 Valves,
2/- Tool or instrument Carrying Cases, ex Govern-
ment Stock ; Wood, 9" x '7" x 7", 2:-.
SOUTHERN. Radio, 40, Lisle Street, London, 'ThC. -
Gerrard 6653.

VAUXHALL.-All goods previously advertised are
still available ; send now for latest price list, free.-
Vauxhall Utilities, 163a, Strand. W.0.2. 

Dept. P.W., 261-3, Lichfield Road, Aston, Birthing-
ZIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII111111111111111111111111111111111111111411111111111111111111111111:1111110 ham.

BANKRUPT Bargains. Brand new 1939/40 models,
makers' sealed cartons. with guarantees, at less
40% below listed prices : also Midgets fiortiebles,

Practical Wireless (Manual) car radio. Send 1141. stain p for lists.-Radio -Bargains,
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RECEIVERS AND COMPONENTS

RADIO CLEARANCE, LTD., 63, -High Holborn, London,
W.C.1. TELEPHONE : HOLborn 4631.

COMPLETE KIT of parts to build Lissen Hi Q Battery
Short-wave receiver. 5-91 metres switched. Brand
new goods boxed, with- circuit -and instructions.
Listed. 4::4/-15:1-. Our price, £1/19/11 leSs valves.
ALL -WAVE ;it:per-het. chassis, 5 valve A.C. Latest
Mallard valves : T.D.D.4, Pen
.A.4, L.W. 4/350v. Ranges : Short-wave, 16-48
metres. Sled wive, 200-500 metres. Long -wave,
800-2200 metres. Size of Chassis : 141" long, 711'.'
deep. Height overall, 81". Controls tithing at side,
Vel al Ile Oil /Off at side, wave change. Provision for
pick-up. Complete with valves and knobs, £411716.
Special speaker, 1,500 ohms field, 10/6 each.

transformer. Lissen Hi Q. Ratio 3-1. High
grade, boxed. List 6/-. Our price, 2/3 each.
H.F. choke. Lissen Hi Q. Compact: disc type with
feet. Boxed. List, 2/6. Our price, 6d. each.
-ULTRA-SHORT and short-wave choke. Lissen Hi Q.
Inductance 100 mierohenries. Boxed. List, 2/-.
Our price, 1/- each.-

ULTRA -SHORT and short-wave double -wound low -
resistance choke. Lissen Hi Q. Resistance less than
.05 ohms. Boxed. List, 2/6. Our price, 1,43 each.
LOW -LOSS Ceramic valve -holders. Lissen Hi Q.
Base -hoard and chassis. 5- and 7 -pin., 10d. and 1/ -each.
MANSBRIDGE typo .condeusers. Lissen Hi Q.
250 D.C.. working. Moulded case with feet. ,1 mfd.and 1 mfd., 6d. each.
ROTARY coil unit. Lissen Hi Q. Pour -band from
4.8-91 metres, can he selected by .a turn ofthe knob.
With circuit. Boxed. List, 15/6. Our price, Gill.
LOW -LOSS short-wave variable condensers. Ceramic
insulation. Brass vanes. Lissen Hi Q. Minimums
capacity 5 micro -micro farads. TwO types. Boxed,with knobs. 160 umnfd. List, - 7/6. Our price,
3/6 each. 20 manfit. List, 5/6. Our price, 2/11 each.
MICA condensers, Lissen. New,: Boxed. All usefulsizes, OUR selection. 1/3 per dozen.
SPEAKER cabinets, finished black rexine. Circularlace. Metal grille. Size Sr x x 4r, 4/6 -each.
SCREENED 3 -way flexible, l yards.for 1/6.
MEDIUM- and loug-wave coil units, with -valve -holders
and sundry resistances, 90. each. (No circuit.)
MIXED tubulars, wire -ends. OUR selection, 2,6per dozen.
4 -PIN base -board valve -holders. Lissen. 2' -for 3d.
4-1 L.F. transformers. Lissen. Boxed.- 2/6 each.CONE speaker unit. Lissen. Complete with reed

chuck. Boxed. 1/- each.
SPAGHETTI resistances. Lissen. Many useful sizes.
.0-11:1; select -ion; 1;3 doz.
4 -PIN valve adapters. Ijssel). 6d. each.
PUSH-PULL switches. Lissen. 2 -point, 4d. each.id -point, 6d. each.
RICE -KELLOGG SENIOR 12" moving -coil speakers;
20 watts. Field 1,000 ohths. if ohms speech coil.
Without speech transformer, 32/6 each. .-With trans-..
fornier tapped 3,000 ohms and 7,000 ohms, 35/- each.GRAMPIAN 10" 10 -watt, 2,590 ohms 'energised
-speakers. Heavy cast frame, 15/- each. With heavy-
duty pentode speech transformer, 17/6 each.
HEAVY-DUTY speech transformers. Pentode match-,
lag, 2/11 each.
2 -GANG straight, condensers. Plessey.- 1/6 each.Ditto, 3 -gang, 2/- each,
ROLA PM. speakers. Latest type 7,1," cone- withpentode transfirriner. Boxed. 14/6 each.
CLOCK -FACED dials. I" x 3r, With printed 3 --wave.
scale. Ox -copper escutcheons and glass, 3/6 each.Ditto, less escutcheoe, 2'6 each.
HORIZONTAL dials, with plain scale -S. 7)" x 3)" and
;rend er,..,1/- each,
FILAMENT trausformers, input 200-250v., output4v. 4 amps., 4v. 6 amps., 4/11 each.
MAINS transformers, Plessey, 350-0-350v., 90 m.a.,4v,, 2.5 amps., 4v., 6 amps., 8/6 each.
MAINS transfiumers. GE.C. American windings,350-0350v., 65 m.a., 5v. 2 amps., 6.3v. 2.5 amps.
Suitable for replacements in G'1 0. models, 5/6 each.MAINS fro nsfurniers. Wearite. Type R.C.1,250-0-250v., 80 m a., 4v. 2.5 amps., 4v, 4 amps.. 9/11each. Type .11.C.2, 350-0-350v., 120 ima., 4.v. 2.5 ships.,4v. 4 amps., 12/6 each. Type 1..0.3, 350-0-350v. 150
nta.; 4v. 2.5 amps., 4v. 2 amps., 4v. 3 amps., 15/- each.Type 11.534 5051-0-500v. 15(1 4v. 2 amps., 4v.2 amps.; 4y. 255 amps., 4-v. 5.6 amps., 211- each.All the above eentre-ta peed windings, Type R.C.5,100 -watt a ot 0 tram sformer, 100-110c., 200-210v.,re (id, i 44:!, 12,6 cinch.Type 11.0.13., 250-0:350v. 50
in.a., 5v, 2 amps., 0.3v. 5 amps., 6/11 each. All trans-formers 200-230v. t aimed primaries.
CHASSIS inotintitig valve -holders. American 4-5-0
and 7 -pin. 4d. each. Octals, 6d. each. Loctals, 10d.(ach, English type, 3d. each.1 WATT resistauees, Polar N.S.F.-48. each, 3/9 dozen.All sizes p o 2 ineg.
WEARIT6 110 h5,-. I.E. transformers, 1/- each.
VOLUME control,. A -Medea -It CT.S., finestmade,divided spindles. Length -21". With switch, 2.000,5,000, .1.0,0o0, 25,000, 100,000, 250,000, 500,000: and
I sing., 2 6 earls. Wire worm], 5 watt (less switch),
2,00o, 3,000, 10,000, 20,000,, and 25,000 ohms, 2/ -each.
24 MFD, rw type, elect rOlyi ICS, 430v. working, 1/-eaelt

wic43-'1)d type bias electrolyties. 30 infd , 19v1/6 cash: 50 mid., 50v., 21- each.
TUBULAR Wire -0 u I 11011-il lanai .paper condensers,Ali sizes up to 11.1, -5d.each, 4/9 dozen. '

(Continued in column 3.)

PRACTICAL WIRELVis

PREMIER RADIO
Special Offer of Record Units for

A.G. Mains hi' famous nufaei drel. Play S
_records. Latest type Magnetic Pick -41p Auto..
stop, Start and Rejectot Limited nin..ber only
at 24/19/6, Carriage Rd.,"

Special Offer of Dual Range Screened Coils
by well-known inanufa{,tii,rer- Aerial or H.F.
coil. Accurately matcliOn suitaule Pand-Pass.
Medium- and long -wave -Otterati.61-1. I Complete
with full diagrams, 2/9 each.

PREMIER SHORT-WAVE KITS
for OVERSEAS NEWS

Incorporating the Premier 3 -Band S.W. Coil. 11.86
Metres without coil changing. Each'Kit is complete
with all components, diagrams, and 2 -volt valves.
3 -Band S.W. 1 -Valve Kit; 14/9. 3 -Band S.W. 2 -
Valve Kit, 22/5.

DE LUXE S.W. KITS
Complete to the last detail, including all Valves and
coils, wiring diagrams and lucid instructions for
building and working. Each Kit is supplied with a
steel Chassis and Panel and uses plug-in Coils to
tune from 13 to 170 metres.
1 Valve Short -Wave Receiver or Adaptor Kit 20/-
1 Valve Short -Wave .Superhet Converter Kit 23/--
1 Valve Short-Wava.A.C. Superhet Converter

26/3
2 Valve Short -Wave Receiver Kit .. 29/3
3 Valve Short -Wave Screen Grid and Pentode

Kit
REPLACEMENT VALVES FOR ALL SETS'

EUROPA MAINS VALVES. 4 v., A.C. Types,
A.G./ H.L., A.C./S.G., A.C./V.-M.S.G.,
A.C./H.P., A.C./V.H.P. (5 -pin), all 5j3 each.
A.C./H.P., A.C./V.H.P. (7 -pin), 7/6; A.C./Pens-
I.H., 7/6 ; A.C./P.X:4, 7/3 ; Oct. Freq-Changers,
8/6 ; Double- Diode Triodes, 7/6 ; 360 V. F.W.
Rect., 5/6 ; 500 v. F. W. Rect., 6/6 ; 13 v..2 amps.

Gen. Purpose Triodes, 5/6 ; H.F. Pens and Var.-
Mu H.F. Pen., Double Diode Triodes, Oct. Freq.
Changers, 7/6 each. Full and Half -wave Rectifiers,
8/6 each.
TRIAD HIGH-GRADE U.S.A. VALVES, all types
in stock. Standard tubes, 5/6 each-. Octal Base
tubes, 6/6 each,
HUGE PURCHASE OF U.S.A. MAINS TRANS-
FORMERS at Pre -War Prices. Manufacturers'
surplus'. All brand new and Guaranteed.
Input 110 v. and 220 v. A.C. Output -325-325-v.,
120 MA. 6.3 v., 2-3 amps., 5 v. 2 amps C.T.,
7/6 each. Input 230 O. A.C. Output 325-325 v.,
75 m.a., 5 v. 2 amps., 6.3 v. 2-3 amps. 'C,T., 6/6
each. Input 100-250 v., 300-300 V. 60 131.a. 4 v.
5 a. C.T., 4 v., 1 a., 6/11.
PREMIER BATTERY CHARGERS for A.C.
Mains. Westinghouse Rectification complete and
ready for use. To charge 2 volts at amp., 11/9 ;
0 volts at amp.. 19/-

'
6 volts at 1 amp., 22/6 ;

12 volts at 1 amp., 24/6; 6 volts at 2 amps., 37/6.

GRAMOPHONE _ MOTORS and
PICK-UPS -

Collaro A.C. Gramophone Motors. 100-250 v. 12in,
turntable. Auto -stop. Hum -free. . ,
A.C./D.C. Model .. 52/6
Collaro A.G. Gramophone Unit. Complete motor
and pick-up. Auto -stop and start .. 5216

-A.C./D.C. Model . , 77/6
Premier Pick-up Heads. Will fit any tone -arm 5/3
ANOTHER SPECIAL OFFER. Piezo Xtal Pick-ups.
With arm. Famous make. Output 1.7 v,

Response 40-9,000 cycles 35/ -
MOVING COIL SPEAKERS. All complete with
Output Transformer. Rola Gin. P.M.'s. 12/6;
Sin. P.M.'s, 16/6 ; 10iu. P.M.'s. 22/6 ; 012 P.M.'s,
66/-. Energised Models. Plessey, Sin., 2,§00 or
7.500 ohm field, 7/6; 750 ohm field, 7/6 ; G12
Energised, 59/6.
PREMIER Short -Wave Condensers all -brass
construction, with Trolitul Waal:Alm 15 mmf.,
1,9 ; 95 mmf, ; 40 intrif., 2/- 100 inmf.,
2;3, 160 mmf., 2/7: 250 mmf., 2/11.
PREMIER SHORT-WAVE COILS, and 6 -pins
types, -13-2f , 22-47, 41-49, 78-170 metres, 2/- each,
with circuit. Special set of S.W. Coils, 14-150
metres, 4/9 set, with circuit. Premier 3 -band
S.W. coil, 11-25, 19-43, 38-86 metres. Suitableany type circuit, 2/11.
Coil Formers, -4- and 6-piu, plain or threaTded,'la each.
UTILITY Micro Cursor Dials. Direct and 100: 1
Ratios, 4/3.
NEW PREMIER 2 -Gang S.W, Condenser rx
-.00015 inf. with integral slow-motion, 519.
Orders 5/- and over sent, Post Free. Under 5/ -
please add 6d. postage.

YOU MUST HAVE A
PREMIER 1940 CATALOGUE

111 PAGES - - PRICE 6d.
GET YOUR COPY TO -DAY!

ALL POST ORDERS TO Jubilee Works, 167
Lower Clapton Road, London, E.S. Antheyst 472!
CALLERS TO: Jubilee Works, or our NEW

PREMISES, 169, FLEET STREET, E.C.4.
Cent cal 2833

or 50, High Street, Clapham, S.W.4. Macaulay 2391

RECEIVERS AND COMPONENTS
(Contimied from column. 1.)

ENERGISED speakers, Plessey 6" cone, 1,500 ohms
field, 6/11 each. -:

BATTERY output pentode valves. Well-known make,
3/11 each.
BATTERY double diode triode. Well-known make.
3/6 each. -

RAYTHEON first -grade valVes. Largest Stoekists,
all types in stock, including glass series, glass octal
series, metal series, hart am series, single-euded series,
and resistance tubes, all at most competitive priees
send for valve lieA.11 orders mt A include su 'Mama
postage to eover. Hours s: 9 a.m.-6 p.
weekdays. Saturday, 0:;-. -p.m. -Please write
your address in block...:L3scarS.
RADIGCLEARANCE;LTD., 63, High Holborn, London,

W.C.1. TELEPHONE : HOLborn 4631.

WESTON (501) and -E. Turner (900) 2in.Dial Moving -
Coil .Milliampmeters, as now. 0 to 5 nr'a., 176
0 to 25 mla., 1616 ; 0 to 50 mla., 15/- ; Q to 250 m/a.,
55/- each.
MULTI -CONTACT Relays. Ex-G.P.O., as used in
automatic eXchange, condition as new, small size,
suitable for automatic tuning for press -button control,
heavy platinoid contacts, 2/6, post 3d. ; 2 for 4/-,
post 6d.: 3 for 6/-, post (3d.
VOLTAGE Changing Transformers (Auto. wound),
12 months' guarantee, 100/110 to 200;240 v. or
vice versa. 250 watts, 21 ; 500 watts, ; 750 watts, -

:32,'6 ; 4,600 watts, 37;6 1 500 watts, 50/- ; 2,000
wiitts, 621(1.
HIGH Voltage Transformers for Television, Neon, etc.,
200,240v. 50 cy. 1-ph nth tary 5,000 and 7,000 v.
secondary, enclosed -in petroleum jelly. Size:
x 4Pn. x 41 -in; 7/6- each, post 1/-. Ditto, skelidon
type, 5/6, post 9d. All brand new.
MOVING Coil Movements, complete in case with
pointer, very low okra., full delleetions, 201. 5'-,
post 64.; 4in. dia., 0/-, post pa. ; and Oin, scale, 7 -
each, post Od.
EVERETT F4ge111111)e Electrostatic Voltinetersin.
dial, 0 to 6,000 volts, ha ,cooed condition, 55/-, post 23-.
ELECTRIC Light Check Meters, for sub -lettings,
garages, etc. ---200/250v., 50 cy. 1-pli., Supply 5, 10 or
20 amps 6/- each,. post

- Terms : Cash with Order.
ALL GOODS SENT ON THREE DAYS' APPROVAL

AGAINST CASH.
GALPIN1 ELECTRICAL STORES, 75, Lee High Rd.,
Lewisham, London, S.E.13.- Telephone : Lee Green 5240

B.l. 4 mfd. Resin Oil -filled Condensers, 430v. working,
2/3 each ; .1 mfd., 25 mid. 1,000v. workthg. 2-3 eaiih.
NEW 1/16 h.p. Induction Motors, 220 A.C., i ;430 Revs.,
Ball Bearings, 25/- ; Townsend Buzzers 11.1 Buzzers,
41v. to 10v., 316 ; Cossor Valves, 210 11.F., 210
Detector, 2/3 ; 'Microphone Carbon Inserts, 1'3 ,
Microphone 80-1 Transformers 1/9. Tapped Resistance_
550 ohms 2/9: 350 ohms 2/3.
London Central Radio, 23, Lisle Street, W.C.2,
Gerrard 2969.

TRANSFORMERS for L.T. -Rectifiers for charging
and safety, 12v, lighting, from 12/0.-Thompsons,
176, Greenwich -High Road, S.E.10.

BANKRUPT Bargains. Ten -valve all -wave 4 -band
chassis, complete speaker, valves, 10/17/67- Truphonie
It gn. A.C. and A.C.ID.C. all -wave superhets, Iv. 7gns.
Portadyne 4v.. A.C.,ID.C. all -wave 1940 superhets,

6/17/6. Portahles, midgets and semi -midgets. Valves
all types. Service parts. Please state requirements.
Butlin, O. Stanford Avenue, Brieldon.

SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES

R-,S.G.B. reduced \ r -t ime subscript ions. Details
and eurrent issue " T. and R. :Bulletin," 1s,-16,
Ashridge Gardens, London, N.13.

SHORT-WAVE EQU P EVE ENT

" 11.14.C." one -valve Short-wave _kc,,river, bonotts
for over 5 years, now available in hit form niMete
kit of prevision components, acct min instrue.
tions, 12/6, post fid., no soldering necessary ; tercrip-
tive folder free ou reeuest.---A. 1,. Bacans, 109,
Harti ng,t on 11 oa d S .W.8. . -

IiiiTION
PRACTICAL Postal Conrses, radio ,devision, test
equipment design, trade -test coachine. f a R.A.P,
posts, P.R. E. 811,1 l.AV .T, cs.inn. ; I oul1 t Lre.-
Secret ary, 1.P,E.E., 3, Shirley Road, Lon, ton,

SPECIAL _OFFER
SPARTAN 5 -Valve Press Button Radio
Any 7 stations on Press Button. Walnut Cabinet,
Provision for Pick-up and Extension Speaker,
4 watts Output with negative feed back, Multi-
stage Superhet, A.V.C. For A.C. mains only,
Guarenteed Perfect Reception. 60 only. OriginalPrice 19.19.6, Our Price 54.5.0. Carriage paid.
LONDON CENTRAL RADIO STORES,
23 Lisle Strecyt, W.C.2. Gerrard 2969
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ant
Valves

MADE It ENGLAND

The 2 -volt Battery Range
Eight Key Types for all 2 -volt receivers

X22 A Heptode frequency changer
-generous electron emission, reliable
all-round performance. 10/6

X24 ECONOMY Triode-Hexode.
Unsurpassed for efficient short-wave
reception in. superheterodynes. 10/6

W21 ECONOMY Variable - mu
H.F. Pentode. For stability, high ampli-
fication, and linear grid control. 9/..

Z21 ECONOMY H.F. Pentode.
Sensitive and makes a good detector, or
H.F. amplifier. 9/-

H1L2 The non-microphonic general
purpose Triode. Good as grid leak
detector or first L.F. amplifier. 4/9

H D24 ECONOMY Double -diode
Triode. For A.V.C., Diode detection,
and L.F. amplification. 7/6

KT2 The most popular 2 -volt
output Tetrode. Reliable, sensitive,
and adequate power output for all
normal purposes. 9f-

KT24 ECONOMY High slope
output Tetrode. For maximum sensi-
tivity and power output with low current
consumption, 9/ -

Also specialised types for deaf -aid receivers (midget series) and higher power Q.P.P. output
(Osram QP21).

All Osram 2 -volt battery valves may be depended upon to give the greatest sensitivity
consistent with the lowest. H.T. and L.T. current consumptions, and noise -free, reliable
operation.

Write for technical data on these or other Osram Yale tjpes to :

THE GENERAL ELECTRIC CO., LTD.,
Magnet House, Kiagsway, London, W.C.2

RADIO
TRAINING

1
MANUAL P,W:
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